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Abstract

lnhibitory procedures differ with respect to the temporal arrangement of stimuli

that are employed during training. For example, with explicitly unpaired training, the

conditioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned stimulus (US) are temporally separated;

whereas, with backward conditioning, the CS closely follows the occurrence of the US.

Despite these differences, both procedures are successful in producing associative

inhibition. Why does inhibition develop under such different conditions? To answer this

question requires knowing what memorial representations and linkages (i.e., associative

structures) are created with the procedures.

ln addition to fearning about the CS and US relationship during inhibitory

conditioning, subjects may process information about contextual stimuli that affects the

expression of associative inhibition. This could occur if, during inhibitory training,

contexlUS associations develop and are integrated into memorial representations that

control inhibitory behavior. One approach to determining whether contextual cues are

involved is to minimize the role of contexlUS associations at the tìme of testing. The

context shift procedure has been shown to be effective for this purpose. With this

procedure, the context is physically changed between inhibitory training and testing. As

a result, subjects are tested in the presence of neutral context cues which have not

been directly paired with the us. lf memories of contextual stimuli form part of

associative siructures created with inhibitory training, it ¡s expected that inhibition should

be weakened.

The purpose of this study was to examine whether context-us associations form

part of associat¡ve structures created with explicitly unpaired and backward inhibitory



training procedures. A three-phase procedure involving the classical conditioning of the

rabbit's nictitating membrane response preparation was used. During phase one,

subjects were administered two daily sessions of inhibitory training. One group of

subjects were given explicitly unpaired presentations of the CS and US, whereas a

second group received backward presentations. Subjects assigned to a no-treatment

control condition were restrained in the training environmeni for a duration equivalent to

the experimental session length of phase one training. Neither CS nor US

presentations were given during the sessions.

Assessment for the effects of inhibition were conducted during phases tvvo and

three, which consisted of a retardation of learning and extinction test, respectively. The

effects of contextual stimuli on the expression of inhibition was assessed by using the

context shift procedure. This involved conducting the tests for inhibition in one of two

contexts: the context used for inhibitory training (i.e., the training context), and a neutral

context. The testing environments differed in whether or not they contained contextual

stimuli from the inhibitory traÌning phase. Based on findings from similar manipulations

conducted in the sensory preconditioning paradigm (Gìftakis & Tait, 1999a), it was

predicted that the context shift would attenuate inhibitory effects resulting from unpaired

but not backward training.

The study revealed that the unpaired and backward procedures were both

effective in producing associative inhibitÌon. This was indicated by retarded acquisition

of conditioned responding to the putative inhibitor, X, during the retardation test, ãnd a

faster decline in conditioned responses to X during the subsequent extinction test.

Changing the context between inhibitory training and testing attenuated associative



inhibitory effects produced with the explicitly unpaired procedure' This was

demonstraied by enhanced responding to X in the neutral test context during the

retardation test, and a slower rate of extinction relative to the other inhibitory groups. ln

contrast, the context shift manipulation had no impact on the inhibition produced by

backward conditioning.

The results suggest that contextual stimuli played an important role in the

expression of associative inhibition that was created with the explicitly unpaired, but not

the backward pairing procedure. The divergeni outcomes suggests that the unpaired

and backward training procedures established conditioned inhibitors with different

associative characteristics. Additional evidence for this finding comes from the

observation that, over the course of extinction, the conditioned response survival

probabilities of subjects thai received unpaired training declined more slowly than for

subjects that received backward training. The observed results, which were analyzed in

a 3 x 2 (Group x Context) factorial experiment, are discussed in relation to current

theories of associative inhibition.
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Role of Contextual Stimuli in ihe Expression

of Associative lnhibition

lntroduction

Associative learning may be defined as a process of acquiring knowledge from

current experiences (i.e., stimulus events) that, under some conditions, may produce a

future change in behavior. ln iis most elemental form, associative learning involves the

relaiionship between two events. Historically, one method that has been used to study

associative learning is classical conditioning.

The classical conditioning paradigm was developed in Pavlov's (1927) laboratory

as a means of investigating the associative control of physiological responding. The

paradigm involves temporally preseniing two siimuli during training: an unconditioned

stimulus (US) that reliably evokes a response (UR) and is not controlled by the subject;

and a conditioned stimulus (cs) that has been shown by test not to evoke the same

response. ln Pavlov's experiments, dogs served as subjects and received injections of

meat powder (us) into the oral cavity of ihe mouth. The unconditioned response (uR)

was salivary secretion which Pavlov directed outside of the mouth and measured. The

neutral stimulus (cs) was usually a tone, light, or metronome, chosen because of its

lack of associative relation to meat powder. By repeatedly presenting the CS and US in

a specified temporal arrangement, it was observed that salivation developed to the

formerly neutral stimulus. Pavlov called this target behavior a conditioned reflex (CR)'

Because the us is necessary for generating and sustaining cR responding, Pavlov

referred to it as a reinforcer.
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Pavlov (1927) believed that classical conditioning involved two fundamental

associative processes: excitation and inhibition. These processes were hypothesized

to be physiological in naiure and collectively regulated learning. Stimuli that acquired

the capacity to evoke a response as a result of conditioning were called excitors (CS.).

ln conirast, stimuli that either produced a decrement in responding or suppressed

conditioning were termed inhibitors (CS). With respect to the latter process, Pavlov

distinguished between two types of inhibition. The first type, referred lo as external

inhibition, was a disruption of conditioned responding that occurred from a distracting

stimulus (i.e., Ioud tone). This form of inhibition was characterized by two unique

features: it was an "unlearned" form of inhibition that imposed itself on the conditioning

process; and it only produced a temporary loss of CRs. ln contrast, Pavlov referred to

the second type as internal inhibition, which represented a learned, suppressive

response. Pavlov believed that, through internal inhibition, animals learn to anticìpate

the absence of events which normally produce fear or signal food.

lnhibitory Procedures

Over the years, various procedures have been developed to generate internal or

associative inhibition. The procedures differ primarily in the temporal arrangement of

stimuli that are used during training. The principle procedures are presented below.

Pavlovian Conditioned lnhibition

One form of internal inhibition that Pavlov investigated was called conditioned

inhibition. The temporal arrangement of stimuli used to create this form of inhibition'
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which is presented in Schemata 11, involves presenting two types of trials to subjects.

On the first trial type, a conditioned stimulus (denoted as A) is presented with an

unconditioned stimulus (US) in a forward temporal arrangement. For the second type

of trial, subjects are presented with a nonreinforced, simultaneous compound of the

conditioned stimulus and a novel cue (X)'z.

a[--lall
,_rs l--l us _
X- X I I

L-=,"'-- ,"... 
--=t"-.'.,-rSchemata 1. Pavlovian Conditioned lnhibition Procedure.

Pavlov observed that, early in training, subjects would salivate to A on both types

of conditioning trials, which reflected A's effeciiveness at signalling reinforcement.

However as training proceeded, responding to A diminished on trials in which X was

presented. The decrement in responding observed across conditioning trials was

attrÌbuted to X acquiring inhibitory properties as a resuli of the discrimination.

To confirm ihat X was inhibitory Pavlov performed a summation fesf: he

presented the putative ínhibitor, X, in conjunction with a cs that has been separately

paired with the us (the cs is often called an excitatory cs or excitor). The reasoning

I ln schemaiic representations of a condÌtioning session, onset and offset of a stimulus are

denoted by upward and downward defìections from baseline, respectively. Intervals between events

Ìndicate separate tr¡als and are represented by a broken line.

2 over the past 20 years, the procedures used in Pavlovian conditioning have become

increasingly more complex. To ease the communication of such procedures a nomenclature has

evolved tñát represents st¡muli with capital letters (e.g., A), the presence of the US by '+' and its absence

by ,r, palr¡ngs by the combination of symbols (e.g., AB, A+) and events separated in iime by'/' (e.9.,

^JB).
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was that if X was truly inhibitory, it should suppress the response of another stimulus

that reliably predicts reinforcement. This prediction reflects the assumption that

excitation and inhibition produce opposite effects that, when combined, subtract from

each other. Consistent with this hypothesis, the summation test showed responding to

the excitor was greatly reduced when in the presence of the putative inhibitory stimulus.

The summation test is one of two methods that have been developed to

measure associative inhibition. Ihe other is fhe retardation fesf (Konorski, 1948). With

this procedure, ihe putative ìnhibitor is repeatedly paired with an unconditioned stimulus

during an excitatory training phase (i.e., X-us pairings) that follows inhibitory training.

lnhibition is revealed by the slower acquisition of CRs relative to a control group that did

not receive inhibition training. The procedure rests on the assumption that, if X is

inhibiiory, it should be more difficult to turn X into an excitatory stimulus than a cue that

is neutral.

Differential lnhibition

ln Pavlov's conditioned Inhibition paradigm, subjects were required to

differentiate between stimulus events that signal the occurrence and absence of

reinforcement. Thus, discrimination appears to be an important factor in establishing a

stimulus as an inhlbitor. ln keeping with thìs line of reasoning, Pavlov devised a

procedure to capture this dlfferentiation process which is presented in Schemata 2.

a f------]
us ll US

x [----l

Schemata 2. Different¡al lnhibition Procedure.
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Subjects are presented with two types of trials: a conditioned stimulus (A) is paired with

an US on some trials and on other trials a second stimulus (X) is presented alone.

Pavlov observed that, when X was presented in a summation test, it functioned to

suppress behavior to both A and a separately trained excitor. Pavlov called the

suppressive eff ecl differenti al inh ib ition.

The form of inhibition just described differs from conditioned inhibition in one

important respect: its development does not require the putative inhibitor to come into

direct contact with the excitatory contrast cue (A). This difference in procedure

suggests that internal inhibiiion is produced by a discrimination process. ln comparing

the two procedures, Pavlov believed that they produced fundamentally similar

associative representations. To support this claim, he noted that manipulations affect

each form of inhibition the same way. For example, the magnitude of inhibition

produced ìn both paradigms is directly related to the strength of the excitatory

relationship between A and the US, as well as the stimulus intensity of the putative

inhibitor (X) (Pavlov, 1927). As a result of these parallels, Pavlov believed that

conditioned and differential inhibition are produced by the same mechanisms.

Explicitly Unoaired Procedure

A third method for creating associative inhibition is the explicitly unpaired

procedure (Rescorla, 1969a). With this procedure (schemata 3), the putat¡ve inhibitor

(X) and us are randomly presented on separate trials. lnhibition develops to X despite

the fact that no discrete cue (A) is paired with the US during training.

lf no excitatory discrete cue associations are present, what mechanism is
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responsible for generating the inhibition produced with this procedure? According to

LoLordo and Fairless (1985), the most likely candidate is the context. The context may

include the physical features of the learning environment (i.e.,size and illumination of a

room used for conditioning) or reflect an internal drive state (hunger or fear). Pavlov

(1927) demonstrated that both classes of context cues functíon much like discrete cues

in that they can come to signal reinforcement during excitatory conditioning. For

example, dogs would salivate upon entering a conditioning chamber in which they were

previously conditioned. lf context-US associations develop during explicitly unpaired

presentations as they do for CS-US associations, it is possible thai contextual stimuli

may be involved in the associative structure that underlles inhibitory associations.

Backward Conditioning

Another procedure that is capable of establishing a CS as an inhibitor is

backward condítioning (Konorski, 1948). With this procedure (see Schemata 4) the US

precedes the putative inhibitor during conditioning trials. Thus, backward conditioning

differs from the other inhibitory training procedures in that the putative inhibitor is

presented in a close temporal relationship with the US'

X

US

)

____t--1_____fL_

Schemata 3. Explicitly Unpaired Procedure

Schemâta 4. Backrvard Conditioning Procedure
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Given this procedural difference, are the associative characteristics of a

backward trained inhibitor different from other types of inhibitors? Recent studies on

backward conditioning suggest yes. For example, Tait and Saladin (1986) showed that

inhibitors created with backward conditioning may posses both excitatory and inhibitory

associative properiies. ln their study, rabbits were given backward pairings of a tone

CS and shock US. Control groups received presentations of either the CS alone, US

alone, or no treatment. Following the backward conditioning phase, the associative

status of the tone CS was examined. Relative to control groups, the backward trained

CS was found to be a conditioned inhibitor when assessed in a retardation test, but

acted as a conditioned excitor when examined usìng a lick-suppression procedure. The

latter finding indicated that excitation and inhibition developed concurrently to the same

CS during inhibitory training. A recent study using discrete eyelid and startle responses

(McNish, Betts, Brandon, & Wagner, 1997) has produced similar mixed associative

effects.

The observation that a backward CS can function as both a conditioned excitor

and conditioned inhibitor has also been observed with rats in forming second order

associations. For example, Barnet and Miller (1996a) presented rats with backward

pairings until the cs was a conditioned inhibitor. subsequently, the backward cs was

paired with a novel stimulus to determine whether it was capable of promoting

excitatory responding to another cue. The results showed that the novel stimuìus had

become excitatory as a result of being paired with the inhibitory stimulus. The effect

was not observed when the Pavlovian conditioned inhibition procedure was used to
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establish the CS as an inhibitor (Barnet & Miller, 1996a). The finding that second-order

excitation was mediated by the backward conditioned inhibitor indicated the backward

CS possessed both excitatory and inhibitory associative characteristics. This property,

which appears to be unique to inhibitors created with backward conditioning, suggests

backward conditioned inhibitors may be characterized by a unique associative structure.

Whether the associative structure contains contextual components has yet to be

explored.

What is Learned During lnhibitory Conditioning?

ln the previous section, it was shown that inhibitory procedures differ with

respect to the temporal arrangement of stimuli they employ during training. However,

common to all procedures is the assumption that, during training, the putative inhibitor

(X) comes to signal the absence of a reinforcer (US). The question is how does X

come to inhibit responding? To answer this question requires knowing about the

associative structures created with inhibitory training procedures.

Differential lnhibition

During differential training, presentations of the A-US pairing and putat¡ve

inhibitor occur on temporally separated trials. There are three hypotheses as to why X

may become inhibitory with this procedure. First, the negative correlatíon between

stimuli may be sufficient to endow X wiih the capacity to signal a reduction in

reinforcement (Rescorla, 1969b). This results because X is always presented in the

absence of the US. Consequently, inhibition would reflect a process that does not
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involve A or the context in the associative structure. Second, inhibition may develop to

X through mediation of excitatory background cues. This outcome is predicted by the

Rescorla and wagner model (1972) which posits that inhibit¡on develops to a neutral

stimulus as a result of presenting it in the absence of reinforcement, but in conjunctíon

with other cues that predict reinforcement (see Appendix A for a summary of theoretical

interpretations of associative inhibition). For this mechanism to operate it is assumed

thai contexlus associations develop during inhibitory training, which remain active

during preseniation of X. The third view is thai X comes to inhibit a memory

representation of A which remains active during nonreinforced presentations of X (as

cited in Miller, Hallam, Hong, & Dufore, 1991).

A recent study was conducted to differentiate these perspectives (Miller, Hallam,

Hong, & Dufore, 1991). Using a conditioned suppression procedure' three groups of

rats were administered differential training. The procedure involved presenting a light

CS (A) in conjunction with shock (US) on paired tr¡als; the putative inhibitor, which

consisted of a tone cs (X), was presented alone on alternate trials. To isolate the

stimulus components that may be involved in producing associative inhibition, extinction

was employed following differential training. For the first group both A and the context

were extínguished. This was accomplished by repeatedly presenting A alone in its

training context. Thus, only the negative correlation between the inhibitor and us

remained intact. The second group received extinction of the training context but not A.

The third group acted as an associative baseline and received no extinction. Additional

control groups were included to rule out generalization decrement and external
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inhibition as plausible alternative hypotheses.

The findings of the study, obtained from summation (Experiment I ) and

retardation (Experiment 2) tests, revealed that extinction of the training context, and

extinction of both the training context and A, attenuated differential inhibition equally.

ïhe result is important for two reasons. First, it indicates that A may play no significant

role in the acquisition of associative inhíbition. This may explain why explicitly unpaired

presentat¡ons of X and the US, which is created by removing A from the temporal

relationship, is an effective inhibitory training procedure. Second, it reveals that a

negative correlation between the reinforcer (US) and putative inhibitor (X) is necessary

but noi sufficient to establish differential inhibÍtion. What is required in addition to this

relationship is input from excitatory contextual cues during the acquisition process. This

requirement is consistent with the view that associative inhibition develops as a result of

a specific temporal relationship that is mediated by an excitatory context.

Additional support for the involvement of contextual stimuli in differential

inhibition comes from a study conducted by Saladin and Tait (1986; Experiment 2).

The study examined the effects of US preexposure on dífferential conditioning of the

rabbit's nictitating membrane response. ln the first phase, two groups of rabbits were

given unsignalled US presentations in one of two distinctly different contexts; Context A

and Context B. During the second phase, differential training was performed in Context

A for both groups. Thus, for one of the groups the preexposure and differential training

phases were performed in different contexts. For the other group the two phases were

conducted in the same context. A third group received differential training but without
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prior preexposures. This group provided a reference point against which the effects of

US preexposures were evaluated. A control group received only excitatory conditioning

during the differential phase. Assessment for inhibition was conducted using a

retardation test.

Two findings are of particular interest to the present discussion. First, the study

showed that US preexposures enhanced inhibitory conditioning to X. However, this

only occurred if the US preexposure and differential conditioning phases were

performed in ihe same context. When a context shift was interposed between the two

phases, the facilitative effect did not occur. A plausible interpretation for ihis finding is

that during the preexposure phase the context becomes highly excitatory. This results

because contextual stimuli are reinforced during unsignalled US presentations.

Consequently, for the group that received differential training in the excitatory context,

the putatìve inhibitor (X) would be presented with cues that predict greater

reinforcement relative to groups receiving a context shift or no US preexposures at all.

Second, Saladin and Tait (1986) observed that performance to A was retarded in

the group that received US preexposures and differential training in the same context.

lnterestingly, this group exhibited the greatest amount of inhibition, which is presumably

due to a greater amount of contextual conditioning. Thus, it appears that A does not

need to maintain a high level of associative strength for inhibition to develop to X. This

view is consisient with Miller et al.'s (1991) finding that it is the context, not A, that is the

significant facior in producing differential inhibition.
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Pavlovian Condiiioned lnhibitii¡n

The difference between differential training and Pavlovian conditioned inhibition

is that, with the latter, the putative inhibitor (X) is presented in a compound with the

excitatory element (A) on nonreinforced trials. lt will become apparent that this slight

modification to the temporal relationship drastically alters the associative linkages that

are formed. Two general approaches have been used to examine ihe associative

structure of conditioned inhibition. The first makes use of transfer tests to identify what

memorial representations are inhibited. The second uses extinction to reveal the

necessary stimulus components involved in the acquisition of associative inhibition.

Both approaches will be integrated into a common framework to explain the associative

structure of conditioned inhibition. An explanation of these approaches follows.

Which memorial reoresentations are ìnhibited? With the Pavlovian conditioned

inhibition procedure, X may acquire it's inhibitory capacit¡es by forming associative

Schemata 5. Associat¡ve St¡uclure of

response ineffective in the presence of X. This i,i,ilîl'.:::i,i:i;i'iTillil;'
suppres5es a memoD reprcscnl¿lion of

interpretation is consistent with the differential pattern of stimulus A'

3 Schematics 5-9 represeni associative structures composed of memorial representations
(cìrcles) and associative connections (lines). Excitatory connections are depìcted w¡th arrows while
inhibitory ones are represented by bars. The models depict mechanisms by wh¡ch conditioned

responsês, ilìustrated as boxes, may become inh¡b¡ted as a result of ¡nhibitory training.
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responding typically observed during Pavlovian conditioned inhibition training. That is,

over repeated A-US trials there is a progressive increase in CRs until an asymptote is

reached. ln contrast, on AX trials little or no responding is observed even though A has

become highly excitatory and reliably evokes a response.

ïhe observation that A's response becomes suppressed in the presence of X

provides some evidence for the proposed mechanism. However, to fully support thìs

interpretation the inhibition must be specific to A and not transferable to other stimuli.

This assumption is discounted by the observation that X can inhibit responding to a

separately trained excitor (i.e., stimulus B) such as in a summation test (Pavlov, 1927).

The outcome reveals that it is possible to transfer inhibition across excitatory CSs

trained with the same US and, therefore, the proposed inhibitory linkage is not viable.

The locus of inhibition must be at a more central location in the association.

This leaves us with the other possibility, namely that X inhibits a memorial

representation of the US. The proposed mechanism, which is depicted in Schemata 6,

O*@--*E
Å
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suggests that inhibition is US specific (Konorski, 1948,

1967). lf this assumption is correct, it follows that X

should not be capable of inhibiting CSs that have been

trained wiih a different US. As a direct test of ihis

assumption, Rescorla and Holland (1977) performed the

following experiment. Rats were administered Pavlovian

conditioned inhibition training in which a Iight CS (A) was

Schemata 6. Konorski's (19,18, 1967)

l\fodel of Pavlovian Conditioned
Inh¡bition. With this model. the

inhibitor (X) suppresses a memory
representâtion of the US.

paired with shock (US) on excitatory trials (i.e., A-US), and presented simultaneously
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with a tone (X) on nonreinforced trials (AX). A summation test was performed after

iraining which showed X to be inhibitory. After testing was complete a new phase to the

experiment was introduced. During this phase the discrete cue excitor (A), which was

formerly paired wiih shock, was now paired with a new US (food). The purpose of this

manipulation was to determine whether X was capable of suppressing a new behavior

based on the anticipation of food. lf the proposed mechanism is operative, the

expectation is that inhibition should not iransfer across USs from the different

modalities (i.e., shock and food). To minimize cross-motivational effects that might be

produced by using the different USs, fear to A was extinguìshed prior to converting into

a sìgnal for food.

Following excitatory training with the new US, inhibition to X was assessed in a

summation iest. Consistent with the hypothesis, the test showed that X was no longer

an effective inhibitor. The outcome is consistent with Konorski's (1967) observations

that stimuli presented withoui reinforcement do not become inhibitory to all types of

CRs, but only those whlch were displayed in a given drive situation. However, because

Rescorla and Holland's (1977) experiment did noi identify whether X's inhibitory power

diminished during the new phase of the experiment, additional research is warranted to

confirm their effect. Nonetheless, the ouicomes support the contention that a central

US representation is the most likely locus of inhibitory action within the association.

Associative structure of Pavlovian conditioned inhibition- The preceding

discussion attempted to delineate which memorial representations become ínhibited as

a result of Pavlovian conditioned inhibition training. The use of transfer tests identified
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an inhibitory link between X and the US. However, in addition to this linkage others

may be involved in the associative structure. These additional links would develop

during training and function to maintain the presence of conditioned inhibition. One

approach that has been successful in revealing these links is to deactivate them with

extinction (Fowler, Kleiman, & Lysle, 1985). Attenuation of inhibition, resulting from

deactivaiion of a specific stimulus component, indicates the linkage Ís necessary for

maintaining conditioned inhibition. Furthermore, it suggests the linkage must form part

of the inhibitor's associative structure.

This procedure for revealing associations was employed in a study conducted by

Fowler, Kleiman, and Lysle (1985; Experiment 6), which examined factors affecting the

maintenance of conditioned inhibition. ln the experiment, conditioned inhibition was

assessed with rats under three conditions: (1) following extinction of both A and the

training context; (2) after extinction of the training context alone; and (3) without

extinction. A retardation test revealed different amounts of inhibition with each

procedure. That is, when both A and the context were extinguished, X's inhibitory

power was almost completely eliminaied. However, extinction of only one element, the

context, produced a partial attenuation of inhíbition. The incomplete removal of

inhibition with this procedure indicates that the remaining inhibition must be due to A.

Collectively, these findings suggest that both A and the context form part of the

associative structure involved in producing inhibition to X. Deactivating either of these

elements functions to weaken associative connections to the central US memory

representation, thereby reducing X's effectiveness as an inhibitor. The revised
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associative structure in presented in Schemata 7.

Differential and Pavlovian lnhibition Compared

The manipulations used in the preceding section to

assess Pavlovian conditioned inhibition were the same as

those employed to examine the associative structure of
Schemata 7. Fowler et al.'s (1985)

differential inhibition (Miller et al., 1ee1). As a result, this iffir:iåTiiil'il,ff:j:i:ï:'
inhibitor (X) suppresses a menory

permits a comparison of the associative structures created i:ïîTTi:î:íji:"t:,,'å:i:'ff;
by these two inhibitory procedures. with differential of thc associativc stfucture

inhibition, the extinction manipulations identified the context, but not A, as significantly

involved in the associative structure. ln contrast, both efemenis were found to be

significantly involved in the acquisiiion of Pavlovian conditioned inhibition. Because the

only difference between these paradigms is the nonreinforcement of A in the presence

of X, it appears that this pairing is responsible for incorporating A inio the associative

structure for inhibition. The fact that different outcomes were observed across

paradigms using a common manipulation suggests the associative structures are

different. However, given that only a limited number of studies have examined

associative structures created with the dífferent inhibitory procedures, caution is

warranted in interpreting the results.

Sensory Preconditioninq and lnhibition

The current view is thai conditioned inhibitors develop as a result of being

presented with cues that predict reinforcement (see Lolordo & Fairless, 1985; Williams,

Lolordo, & Overmier, 1992, for reviews). With the training procedures described so far,
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this occurs through repeated conjoint experiences involving the putative inhibitor and

excitatory contrast cues (either a CS or contextual cues that are also paired with an

US). Thus, a concurrent source of excitation is considered necessary for inhibitory

acquisition. Although there is substantial evidence to support this view (see LoLordo &

Fairless, 1985), recent studies have showed that inhibition may be acquired by a

mechanism that does not require the presence of reinforcement (Giftakis & Tait, 1999a,

1999b; Saladin,1992). ïhe approach taken has been io establish inhibition using

procedures that do not employ the US until after inhibitory training has been completed.

The sensory preconditioning paradigm (SPC) has proven to be ideally suited for this

task. A discussion of this paradigm and its application to studying inhibition follows.

The SPC paradigm (Brogden, 1939) consists of a sequential three-phase

procedure. ln the preconditioning phase, two neutral stimuli from different sensory

modalities (i.e., tone and light) are repeatedly presented in a specified temporal

relationship (i.e., S1-S2). During the conditioning phase, the temporally second

stimulus is paired with reinforcement (S2-US) until it comes to reliably controf

responding. A final assessment phase follows in which the temporally first stimulus, Sl,

is presented alone. Brogden (1939) found that Sl could el¡c¡t a response even though

it was never directly paired wìth the US. This finding, which he termed the sensory

preconditioning effect, was attributed to an association that developed between S1 and

52 during the preconditioning phase.

The sensory preconditioning effect is an important phenomenon for two reasons.

First, it identifies an association between sensory stimuli that is learned in the absence
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of reinforcement (Kimmel, 1977). This is revealed by the fact that S2's CR transfers to

S1. Second, it demonstrates that US produced excitation is not required to establish an

excitatory association between siimulus events. To determine whether the latter

principle also applies to inhibitory associations, Saladin (1992) conducted the following

study. Rabbits were presented with explicitly unpaired presentations of a tone and

airpuff CS. Subsequently, the airpuff CS was paired with a paraorbital shock US until

asymptotic performance levels were obtained. Subsequently, the tone was presented

in a retardation test where it was found to resist response generation relative to control

groups that received no preconditioning or an irrelevant stimulus (S3 substituted for 52)

during p recond itioning. This finding provided the first evidence that the sensory

preconditioning paradigm is capable of producing associative inhibition effects.

Because the US was not introduced until the conditioning phase of the experiment, the

acquisition of inhibition occurred independent of an excitatory US representation.

Earlier it was shown that the context forms part of assocíative structures

underlying differential and Pavlovian conditioned inhibition. Extinguishing the context

attenuated inhibition even though the temporal relationship between the putative

inhibitor and discrete cue excitor remained unaltered. This was taken as evidence that

an excitatory context is necessary for inhibition to develop. However, a question

remains as to whether the context would play a similar role in inhibitory sensory

preconditioning. Given that context-US associations are not permitted to develop

during the preconditioning phase, this may preclude contextual stimuli from playing a

mediational role in generating inhibition.
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To examine this issue, Giftakis and Tait (1999a) used the rabbit's nictitating

membrane paradigm to study the role of the context in inhibitory sensory

preconditioning. The principle aim of the study was to determine whether the context

forms part of the associative structures created with inhibitory preconditioning

procedures. It was hypothesized that, because the preconditioning and conditioning

phases are conducted in the same experimental context, contextual stimuli may assist

52 in mediaiing CR transfer between phases. Thus, a context shift between the first

two phases of the SPC paradigm would remove the common stimulus complex, thereby

reducing the magnitude of inhibitory sensory preconditioning effects.

To test the mediation hypothesis with inhibitory associations, experiments were

conducted using sensory preconditìoning analogues of two inhibitory training

procedures: backward conditioning and explicitly unpaired kaining. During backward

conditioning, rabbits were presented with preconditioning pairings of S1 and 52 but in a

reverse temporal order (S2-S1 pairings). For unpaired training, subjects were given

unpaired stimulus presentations of S1 and 52 during the preconditioning phase. Thus,

the only difference between the procedures was whether the preconditioning stimuli

occurred closely together (backward) or were temporally separated (EUP). During the

conditioning phase, 52 was subsequently conditioned to an asymptotic level of

excitatory responding. To determine wheiher the context was mediating the

development of assocìations created with either procedure, separate groups received a

coniext shift between the preconditioning and conditioning phases of the paradigm.

Assessment of S1 in a retardation iest identified the backward and explicitly
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unpaired groups to be inhibitory relative to an irrelevant stimulus control condition. ln

addition, the context shift abolished the inhibitory sensory preconditioning effect

produced with the explicitly unpaired procedure. However, a change of context had no

effect when backward pairings were used. The divergent outcomes suggest the

mechanisms producing inhibition in both situations are different. That is, inhibition

produced with the explicitly unpaired procedure requires mediation of the context. ln

contrast, inhibition produced with backward pairings does not.

Context-insensitive mechanism: Backward procedure. ln Experiments I and 2 of

Giftakis and Tait's (1999a) study, two neutral stimuli were presented in a close temporal

relationship during the preconditioning phase. The associative outcomes differed

depending on which stimulus was paired with the US during the conditioning phase.

That is, if the temporally second stimulus was reinforced during conditioning, as was

done in Experiment 1, the test identified an excitatory linkage had formed between the

neutral stimuli. ln contrast, reinforcing the temporally first stimulus in the pairing

(Experiment 2) revealed the inhibitory linkage. Because the first phase of each

experiment was functionally equivalent (i.e., the significance of the order is not apparent

to subjects until the conditioning phase), this suggests that excitatory and inhibitory

associaiive links must have developed concurrently.

Giftakis and Tait (1999a) proposed a model to account for the associative

structure created with close temporal pairings, which is depicted in Schemata 8.

According to the model, reinforcing the neutral stimuli of the pairing does not change
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the associative structure; it only reveals the excitatory and inhÌbitory linkages that are

formed. Both links are necessary for preserving the iemporal

order of the stimulus relaiionship. The fact that a change in

context does not affect the formation of either línkage

suggests the presence of a context-insensitive mechanism for

producing associative inhibition that only involves memorial

representations of the two stimuli.

@+@
SchemataS. Context-insensit¡ve
Mechanism of Inhibition. With
this model, excitatory and
inhibitory linkagcs develop during
pairings ofSl and 52. Contextual
cues do not form pa¡t ofthe
assrìciâti!e slrrcture

Contextsensitive mechanism: Unpaired procedure. Experiment 3 (Giftakis &

Tait, 1999a) differed from the first two experimenis in that the neutral stimuli were

temporally separated during the preconditioning phase. Ihe observation that a context

shift disrupted inhibition indicated that inhibitory acquisition processes were mediated

by contextual cues. The associative structure proposed by Giftakis and Tait (1999a) to

explain this form of inhibition is presented in Schemata L The model is characterized

by two properties. Fírst, inhibitory associations are established between both neutral

@t_
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Schemata 9. Context-sensitive
Mechanism of Inhibition. With this

stimuli. This property rests on the assumption that,

because S1 and 52 are randomly presented during the

preconditioning phase, subsequently reinforcing either

stimulus should produce identical effecis: associative

modei, inhibitory tinkages develop inhibition. Second, development of inhibitory Iinkages
during unpaired presentations ofSI and

52. Contc\tual cues lorm p3n ol'lhe ¡L^ ^¡:-..r: ¡^ -^ri^4^..t r.,, ^^^+^.,+,,^t ^,,^-
associative strucrure. between the stimuli is mediated by contextual cues.

Therefore, a change of context prior to conditioning of either element would be

expected to attenuate associative inhibition.
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Experiment

lf the context sensitive and insensitive mechanisms proposed by Giftakis and

Tait (1999a) are general associative phenomenon, then parallel effects should be

observed when similar manipulations are used in classical conditioning. Such results

would provide evidence that inhibitory associative structures in sensory preconditioning

and classical conditioning develop according to similar laws of association. ln support

of this speculation, analogous effects have been obtained from independent variables

applied to both learning paradigms, suggesting common associative processes are

active (see Appendix B for a review). However, an examination of the proposed

mechanisms for inhibition has not yet been performed- This appears warranted, given

that most accounts of learning make the assumption that contexiual stimuli are

necessary to produce associative inhibition (see Lolordo & Fairless, 1985; Williams,

Lolordo, & Overmier, 1992, for reviews).

The purpose of the following experiment was to examine whether memories of

contextual stimuli form part of associative structures created with inhibitory training

procedures in classical conditioning. To establish inhibition the explicitly unpaired and

backward conditioning procedures were used. The primary difference between these

procedures was the temporal proximíty of the stimuli employed during training. With

backward conditioning, the putative inhibitor was paired in close temporal relation to the

US. ln contrast, with the unpaired procedure a relatively long temporal interval

separated the two stimuli. lf increasing the temporal interval between the stimuli

promotes contextual mediation of associative inhibition, as demonstrated in the sensory
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preconditioning paradigm (Giftakis & Tait, 1999a), the context would be expected to

play a role in establishing associative inhibition when the unpaired, but not backward

training, procedure is used. This would provide evidence that the two inhìbitory training

procedures produce different associative siructures.

To test this hypothesis, a context shift was conducied immediately after the

inhibitory traíning phase. This permitted an assessment of inhibition in the absence of

excitatory contextual cues at the time of the test. lt was hypoihesized that the context

shift would attenuate inhibitory effects resulting from unpaired stimulus presentations.

ln contrast, the context shift was predicted to have no affect on inhibition generated with

backward pairings. To ensure the observed effects of inhibitory training resulted from

associative processes, control groups were exposed to each ofthe training contexts but

in the absence of eiiher the CS or US. These groups provided a neutral associative

baseline against which the other groups were compared.a

Method

Subiects. The subjects were 48 male and female New Zealand white rabbits

(Orvctolaqus cuniculus), each between 60 and 80 days old, and weighing about 2.0

a Some investigatÍons of backward (Plotkin & oakely, 1975; Tait & Saladin, 1986) and unpaired
(Prokasy, Spurr, & Goodell, 1978; Suboski, DiLollo, & Gormezano, 1964) inhibitory trainìng procedures
have employed a control group for latent ¡nhibition. Latent inhibition is characterized by a loss in

associab¡lity of a CS that results from repeated stimulus exposures (Lubow & Moore, 1959). To identify

the effect, a group is gÌven repeated presentations of the putative ình¡bitor ¡n the absence of the US. ln

experiments whlch have investigated latent inhibition using the rabbit's nictitating membrane paradigm, it
has been found that a large number of st¡mulus exposures (¡.e., 450 to 480 trials) ¡s typically required to
produce it (i.e., l\,4oore, Goodell, & Solomon, 1976; Scavio, Ross, & Mcleod, '1983i Solomon & Moore'

i SZS¡. StuOies which have used a smalter number of st¡mulus exposures (15, 65, I 25, and 280 trials) as

a controt procedure for latent inhibition have failed to identify an effect (Plotkin & Oakely, 1975; Prokasy,

spurr, & Goodell, 1978i Suboskl, DlLollo, & Gormezano, 1964, Tait & saladìn, 1986). Given the number
of trials in the present investigation (60) is much less than what has been reported to produce latent
inh¡b¡tion, a latent Ìnhib¡tion control was not incìuded in the study.
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kilograms on arrival at the laboratory. The rabbits were obtained from Central Animal

Care Services of the University of Manitoba. All subjects were housed in separate 60 x

45 cm stainless-steel cages and given free access to food and water throughout the

duration of the experiment. One subject was removed from the experiment due to

illness.

Apoaratus. The apparatus and response transducing procedures for the

nlctitating membrane response were similar to those described by Gormezano (1966).

Briefly, the subjects were placed in either a Plexiglas or white wooden restraining box,

with the head fixed in position by foam pinnae clamps. The right eyelids were then held

open by Newery tailor hooks attached to a bipartite velcro strip, adjusted to fit securely

around the rabbit's snout. A piano wire armature of a 10K ohm microtorque

potentiometer, which was fixed to a headmount, was coupled to a prevÍously implanted

2.0 mm loop of 2.0 Ethicon suture by means of a staple and thread.

Conditioning of the rabbit's nictitating membrane was administered in one of two

distinctly different chambers (Context A and Context B). Subjects conditioned in

Context A were restrained in a Plexiglas box and placed in one of eight, identical

file-cabinet chambers. ln contrast, subjects assigned to Context B were restrained in a

white plywood box and placed in separate, visually-isolated chambers illuminated by the

ambient lighting of the experimental room. Previous siudies using the different contexts

have shown that subjects can perceive the physical differences that distinguished them.

For example, our laboratory has produced context shift effects using contexts A and B

with US preexposure (Saladin & Tait, 1986), blocking (Giftakis & Tait, '1998) and
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sensory preconditioning manipulations (Giftakis & Tait, 1999a). The different contexts

have also been shown to produce similar raies of learning when using CSs and USs

and CS-US intervals that were similar to those described below (Giftakis, 1993; Giftakis

& ïait, 1998).

The CS consisied of a 500-msec, 1000-Hz, BO-dB (scale C, SPL) tone presented

through a speaker locaied approximately 6 cm in front of the subject's head. The US

was a 2.5-ma, SO-msec, 60-Hz constant current shock delivered to two stainless steel I

mm Autoclips positioned 10 mm posterior to the temporal canthus of the right eye, 10

mm above and below the horizontal plane. Continuous masking white noise was

presented in both experimental rooms af 72-db (scale C, SPL). The recording of

responses and the delivery of stimuli was conducted using a windows-based software

package implemented on a 386 microcomputer (Giftakis & Tait, 1997), as illustrated in

Figure 1. The software, written in C source code, controlled data acquisition and timing

operations performed by a National lnstruments interface board (model AT-MlO-16F-5).

A dual monitor system displayed numerical data (response amplitudes and latencies)

and graphically illustrated the digitized analog waveforms. Data acquisition was

performed using a 12-bit, analogto-digital converter that sampled from '16

non-referenced, single-ended channels, each set to a gain value of 2.

The criterion for a cR or uR was set at 0.5 mm of movement of the nictitating

membrane during the CS or US, respectively. ln both cases, 0.5 mm of movement of

the nictitating membrane corresponded to a change of 0.1 v ìn the potentÎometer and to

an output of 13 in the analog-to-digital conversion system The analog-to-digital
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Figure 1. Microcomputer laboratory system for performing siimulus control and data
acquìsition during class¡cal conditioning (taken from Giftakis & Tait, 1997).
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sampling resolution for each of the channels was 1-msec.

Procedure. Upon arrival at the laboratory, all subjects were given a two-week

period to adapt to their home cages. During that time, subjects were handled regularly

by the experimenter.

Following the adaptation period, hair removal and suturing of the NM was

conducted. The subjects were removed from their home cages, placed in restraining

boxes, and their heads were fixed in position by foam pinnae clamps. Hair removal

consisted of first shaving and then applying Nair to the areas directly anterior and

posterior to the right eye. Following hair removal, the subjects were returned to their

home cages for a short rest period, after which suturing of the nictitating membrane

commenced. The subjects were placed into the restraining boxes, the head fixed into

position, and the right eyelids were held open with velcro straps attached to Newery

tailor hooks. The nictitating membrane was then surgically implanted with a loop of 2.0

Ethicon suture, 0.5 mm from the membrane's leading edge. Subjects were given two

days to recover from the surgery.

Following this period, all subjects were randomly assigned to one of six groups

(n = 8) ¡n a 3 x 2 (Group x Context) factorial experiment. The first factor, Group,

consisted of three levels: subjects received either expliciily unpaired (EUP)

preseniations of the CS and US, backward pairings (BKW), or no treatment (NT) during

the inhibitory training phase. The second factor, Context, consisted of two levels: half

the subjects from each Group received the retardation test in the same context (S) as

used for inhibitory training, while the remaining subjects were given the retardation test
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in a different context (D). The general experimental protocol, which is presented in

Table 1, consisted of a three-phase procedure. During phase one, subjects were

administered two daily sessions of inhibitory training. The first group of subjects were

given 30 explicitly unpaired presentations of the CS and US per session in Context A

(Group EUP-S). A second group received 30 unpaired presentations of the CS and US

but in Context B (Group EUP-D). Thus, the only difference between groups EUP-S and

ËUP-D was that they received their stimulus presentations in different contexts. For

both groups, the CSs and USs were presented in random order and separated by a

mean intertrial interval (lTl) of 60 seconds. The upper and lower bounds of the lTl were

set to 45 and 75 seconds, respectively. lndividual values were obtained by randomly

sampling from the interval while maintaining the overall mean value. A third group of

subjects were administered 30 backward presentations of the CS and US per session in

Context A (Group BKW-S). Another group received 30 backward presentations of the

CS and US per session but in Context B (Group BKW-D). Thus, Groups BKW-S and

BKW-D each were given US-CS paired stimulus presentations but in different contexts.

On each trial, onset of the US preceded onset of the CS by 500-msec. The mean lTl

was set to 120 seconds, with upper and lower bounds of 90 and 1 50 seconds,

respectively. Subjects assigned to the no-treatment control groups were restrained in

either Context A (NT-S) or Context B (NT-D) for a duration equivalent to the

experimental session length of phase one training. Neither CS nor US presentations

were given during the sessions.

Assessment for the effects of inhibition were conducted during phase two and
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ïable 1: Design and Experimental Protocol



EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
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three, which consisted of a retardation of learning and extinction test, respectively.

Both tests were conducted in Contexi A. Thus, for Groups EUP-D, BKW-D, and NT-D

the inhibitory training context and the testing context were different, whereas they were

the same for Groups EUP-S, BKW-S, and NT-S. During the retardation test, the groups

received 50 CS-US pairings in each of five daily sessions. Throughout testing, the

mean lTl was 60 seconds, with upper and fower bounds of 45 and 75 seconds,

respectively. ln addition, onset of the CS preceded US onset by 500-msec.

The extinction test followed the last day of the retardation of learning tesl by 24

hours. All groups were presented with one session of 90 CS trials in the absence of the

US. CS presentations were separated by a mean lTl of 45 seconds, with upper and

lower bounds set to 34 and 56 seconds, respectively. For extinction, a CR was defined

as 0.5mm of nictitating membrane movement that occurred within a scoring interval of '1

second following CS onset.

To control for potential terminal differences in acquisition that may impact

extinction, a procedure catled survival analysis was used. Using this procedure, the

probability of CR survival was calculated and plotted for each trial of extinction. The

resuliing plots yielded CR survival functions for each group that characlerized, trial by

trial, when response failure (i.e., extinction) had occurred. Such an analysis is not

possible with tradiiional measures of extinction, which require trial information to be

averaged into larger blocks for the analysis. Application of this procedure to behavìoral

extinction is described below.
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Application of Survival Analysis to Behavíoral Extinction

Survival analysis is a statistical tool that can be applied for the purpose of analyzing

time{o-event outcome variables (see Kleinbaum, 1996). Examples of such variables

include measuring recovery time from illness, relapse after treatment, and death due to

illness or disease. One of the benefits of survival analysis is that it can be used in

situations in which some, but not all, subjects in a study experience the event of

interest. This is particularly useful in analyzing the effects of behavioral extinciion,

where typically the conditioned responses of all subjects will not extinguish prior to the

end of the extinction phase. Survival analysis takes this into account by applying a

coding scheme that, in addition to the independent variable, differentiates the outcome

variable for the purpose of analysis. Another benefit is that it allows one to examine

relationships between the probability of the event occurring as a function of time. The

resulting functions that are produced, termed survival curves, can then be interpreted

using standard non-parametric statistical tests. The basic steps and statistical tests

that are required for the procedure are discussed below.

Comoutation of survival scores. The first step in performing a survlval analysis is to

compute survival scores for each subject. Each score must be defined in units of time,

spanning an interval that starts from the study's beginning to a well-defined event or

endpoint (i.e., recovery, death, etc.). Two types of survival scores are possible - failure

times and censored values. Failure times are assigned to subjects who have

experienced the event of interest during the defined measurement period. For

extinction, this would consist of calculating the number of trials required for a subject to
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stop exhibiting conditioned

responses, the endpoint of the

study. Conversely, if a subject

does not experience the event

before the study ends, or a true

survival score cannot be

computed due to attr¡tion (i.e., a

subject drops out of the study

due to sickness or other reasons),

then a procedure called

censoring is applied. With this
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Scheúâtâ 10. Exâmple of a Kaplân-l\feier survival curve. CR probabilities

are plotled ovcr 90 trials ofexlinction. Each downward step in the curve
shorvs rvhen one or more subjects have expericnced extinction. Subjects thal

did not extinguish are censorcd, \vhich increases the height ofthe survival
cùfve.

procedure, survival information about the subject is retained and used for the purpose

of estimating a survival probability, even though the true survival time is not known. ln

the present study this would include all subjects that did not extinguish by the end of the

9O-trial measurement period.

Generation of survival curves. To display survival data, a procedure called the

Kaplan-Meier method is used. With this procedure, survival curves are generated

which plot the probability of survival (y-axis) as a function of time (x-axis). An example

of a Kaplan-Meier survival curve, using data from the extinction phase of the present

study, is displayed in Schemata 10. ln the example, the estimated CR survival

probabilities of all subjects in the study (n = 47) are plotted over 90 trials of extinction

The plot reveals that, during the course of extinctìon, CR survival steadily declines as
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the number of extinction trials is increased. Each downward step in the curve (depicted

by closed circle) is a failure time, and indicates that one or more subjects have

experienced exiinciíon (i.e., has exhibited 3 consecutive trials without a CR), the

endpoint of the studys. Larger step decreases (e.g., at trial 45 in the figure) result when

multiple subjects have experienced extinction at the same time (i.e., tied values).

Because 19 subjects did not extinguish after the 90 trials of extinction, these subjects

were censored. Censored values tend to have the effect of increasing the height of a

survival curve, especially when they occur late in the measurement period. As a result,

the probability of CR survival does not reach zero at the end of the extinction phase.

Comparison of survival functions. One of the common uses of survival analysis Ís to

determine whether two or more groups exhibit different, non-overlapping survival

functions. To achieve this goal, one of two non-parametric procedures are typically

used - the Log Rank or Wilcoxon test. ïhe log rank test is a chi-square based

procedure that calculates differences between observed and expected scores, along

with each groups'variance estimate. The Wilcoxon test is similar but weights the

scores to provide greater emphasis on the early part of the survival curve (i.e., early

failures receive larger weights). Both tests assume that subjects are sampled from

random populations and independently assigned to treatment and control conditions. lf

a significant outcome is observed, the null hypothesis that the survival curves are

5 A criterion of 3 consecutive responses was chosen for two reasons. Flrst, it was found to
produce an acceptable number of failure times and censored vaìues required for survival analysis.
Second, it produced the most conslstent patterns of CR survival among the different treatment
conditions, relat¡ve to when lower or h¡gher values were used.
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identical (¡.e., come from the same population) can be rejected.

ln addition to testing for overall effects, survival analysís can also be used to

determine whether the survival curves for two groups interact under conditions in which

there may be substantial overlap among the survival score distributions (i.e., crossover

of survival curves). ln such cases, an Extended Cox Proportional Hazards (PH) Model

can be used to identify whether there is a significant interaction. This is accomplished

by adding a time dependent variable to the model that measures the interaction

between group and time (see Kleinbaum, 1996). ln the present study this was

performed by dividing the measurement period into nine lOtrial blocks, creating new

scores to identify in which block extinction had occurred, and then multiplying the

scores by a grouping variable. The Wald statistic, which is reported as a chi-square, is

used to test the sìgnificance of the interaction and the other variables in the model.

Results and Analysis

lnhibitorv Trainino Phase

During the inhibitory training phase, Groups EUP and BKW were assessed for NM

responses during the 500-msec CS presentations. Assessment of the daily mean NM

occurrences revealed that responding was below 3% on each day in all groups. The

low response rates confirmed baseline NM responding was uniform among the groups.

Retardation of Learning Test

Assessment of treatment effects. The left-hand part of Figure 2 displays the mean
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Figure 2. Mean percentage of CRs for Groups NT, EUP, and BKW, shown for each
testing context of the retardation of learning test.
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percentage of CRs for the groups that received the retardation test in the Same

context. The figure shows that Group NT-S exhibited a higher percentage of CRs

relative to Groups EUP-S and BKW-S. A repeated measures analysis of variance

(ANOVA) identified a significant Group [F(2, 41) = 5 91, p < .01] main effect. Planned

comparisons on the group means for the phase further showed that the performance

level of Group NT-S was significantly greater than that of Groups EUP-S [f(1, a1) =

14.44,p<.01 land BKW-S tE(1,41)= 17.99, p<.01 l, which did notdifferfrom one

another [F<1].

The righlhand part of Figure 2 displays the mean percentage of CRs for the groups

that received the retardation test in the Dífferent context. The figure suggests the CR

performance of Group NT-D was higher than that of Group BKW-D, but did not differ

from that of Group EUP-D. Planned comparisons confirmed that Group NT-D exhibited

a significantly greater percentage of CRs relative to Group BKW-D lE(/r,41) = 15.88, Þ

< .01 ]. However, no significant differences were observed between Groups NT-D and

EUP-D [F<1] The analysis also revealed that Group EUP-D demonstrated a higher CR

performance than Group BKW-D E(f , 41) = 9.58, p < .011.

To better display the impact of the context shift manipulation, Figure 2 was

reorganized to show the effect of the context shift on each treatment condition.

Figure 3 presents the revised figures which shows no differences in CR performance

between Groups NT-S and NT-D [F<1] or BKW-S and BKW-D [F<1]. However, Group

EUP-D was shown to have a significantly higher percentage of CRs relative to Groups

EUP-S [E(1, a1)=719, p<.05] and BKW-S lEij,,41) = 9.98,P<.011. Nosignificant
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Fìgure 3. Mean percentage of CRs for Contexts Same and Different, shown for each
group of the retardation of learning test.
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Group x Context interaction was identified [F<1].

Acquisition durinq the retardation of learninq test. Figure 4 displays the mean

percentage of CRs for Groups Nï, EUP, and BKW for blocks of 10 trials on each day of

the retardation test. ïhe figure shows that, over the five days of conditioning, the

treatment groups demonskated significant increases in the mean percentage of

responding, with some groups showing larger increases than others. ïhis inierpretation

was confirmed by the repeated measures ANOVA, which identified a significant Day

[E(4, 164) = 111.29, p < .01] main effect and a significant Group x Day interaction [F(8,

164) = 2.26, p < .05j. To identify the sources of these effects a post-hoc analysis was

conducted.

The analysis revealed that on Day 1 of training the groups did not differ in their CR

performance. An ANOVA applied to Day 1 did not detect any effects [F<1]. However,

during Day 2, CR performance levels of the groups began to diverge, with the controls

(NT-S and NT-D) initially showing a higher level of CRs relative to the other groups.

This was confirmed by an ANOVA applied only to Day 2, which identified a significant

Group effect tEe, 41) = I 0.16, p < .011, Duncan's Multiple Range Test (alpha = 0.05)

further revealed that Groups NT-S and NT-D were significantly different from Groups

EUP-S, EUP-D, BKW-S, and BKW-D, which did not differ from one another.

During Day 3, Group EUP-D was the only group to exhibit both a rapid rate of CR

acquisition and levels of NM responding equivalent to the no treatment control groups.

Duncan's Multiple Range Test applied to the last two blocks of Day 3 did not find any

differences between Group EUP-D and the controls, indicating the groups had
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Figure 4. Mean percentage of CRs for Groups NT, EUP, and BKW for blocks of 10
trials on each day of the retardation test.
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converged during the third session. ln contrast, Groups BKW-S, BKW-D, and EUP-S

were found to exhibit significantly lower levels of responding relative to the other

groups.

On Days 4 and 5, Group EUP-D exhibited NM responding that was maintained at

control fevels. This observation was confirmed by Duncan's Multiple Range Test

applied to both days, which failed to find any differences between Group EUP-D and

the controls (Groups NT-S and NT-D). The performance of these groups was found to

be significantly higher than that of Groups BKW-S, BKW-D, and EUP-S, which did not

differ from one another.

The observation that Groups BKW-S and BKW-D exhibited similar patterns of NM

responding during this phase, despite being tested in different contexts, suggests the

context shift did not produce any effects on inhibition generated with backward pairings.

The fact that the NM performances of both groups were significantly below baseline

conditions confirms this interpretation. ln contrast, the divergeni outcomes of Groups

EUP-D and EUP-S suggests the context shift manipulatíon did produce an effect with

unpaired inhibitory training. The higher performance of Group EUP-D, relative to Group

EUP-S, revealed that a weakening of inhibition had occurred.

Extinction Test

During the extinction phase, NM responding was monitored during each of g0 CS

alone presentations. To evaluate the effects of extinction, NM responses were

examîned to determine when subjects first exhibited three consecutive trials without

evoking a conditioned response. The trial number of the first no-response in the series
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of trials was scored. Once the scores for all subjects were calculated, survival analysis

was used to examine the probability of CR occurrence as a function of extinciion trials.

To deiermine whether initial differences in baseline responding may impact CR

survival, an adjusted analysis was performed. This involved generating survival

estimaies using a Cox regression model (see Kleinbaum, 1996), which used subject's

CR performance on the last day of the reiardation test (mean percent CRs for day 5) as

the covariate. The analysis showed this variable to be a significant predictor of CR

survival during extinciion lx'?=4.33, p < .05]. As a result, the groups were compared

using survival functions adjusted to ihe mean covariate value.

The left-hand frame of Figure 5 shows the CR survival curves for groups that

received extinction in ihe Same context. The figure shows that the survival function for

Group NT-S was consistently higher than that of Group BKW-S. The mean survival

times for the two groups were 75.1 and 47.7 trials, respectively. A Wilcoxon test

(onetailed) conducted between Groups NT-S and BKW-S indicated the difference in

CR survival was statistically significant lX'? = 3. 10, p < .05]. Examination of the survival

functions revealed that Group NT-S exhibited a period of asymptotic CR survival (CR

probability of 1.0), followed by a decline in responding that occurred late in the phase.

ln contrast, Group BKW-S exhiblted a steady decline in CR survival from the onset of

the extinction test. Given the CR survival probabilities of these groups did not differ at

the beginning of the test, the divergent outcomes suggests that conditioned responding

had extinguished at different rates for the two groups.

Examination of the survival function for Group EUP-S revealed a drop in CR survival
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Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for Groups NT, EUP, and BKW. CR survival
probabilities are shown as a function of 9O-extinction trials for the Context Same (left-
hand frame) and Contexi Different (right-hand frame) conditions.
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after 10 trials, which closely corresponded to that of Group BKW-S. However, over

the subsequent course of extinction, the CR survival probability of Group EUP-S

declined more slowly than for Group BKW-S. A Wilcoxon test conducted between

Groups EUP-S and BKW-S was statistically significant lx'z= 2.75, p < .051, indicating

that the CR survival functions of the groups differed.

The mean CR survival probability for subjects of Group EUP-S was found to be 71 .6

trials, which was similarto that of Group NT-S (75.1). Assessment of the survival plots

further revealed an interaction of survival functions, with Group EUP-S demonstrating

weaker CR survival relative to Group NT-S in the early, but not the later, part of

extinction. This was confirmed by an extended Cox Proportional Hazards (PH) model

(see Kleinbaum, 1996) fitted to Groups NT-S and EUP-S, which identified a significant

Group x Time inte¡action [x'?=3.06, p < .05]. A Wilcoxon test applied to these groups

was not significant lX'z= 0.05, p > .05], indicating there was substantial variance overlap

among the survival score distributions.

The righlhand frame of Figure 5 shows the CR survival curves for the groups that

received extinction in the Different context. The figure shows that the CR survival curve

of Group NT-D was consistently higher than that of Group BKW-D, but did not differ

from that of Group EUP-D. Ihe mean survival times for the three groups were 72.5,

44.4, and 73.8 trials, respectively. ln contrast to the pattern of responding observed in

the Same context, Group EUP-D demonstrated a period of asymptotic CR survival that

preceded a decline in responding, a findlng only characteristic of the no treatment

controls (Groups NT-S and NT-D). A Wilcoxon test confirmed ihe observed difference
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in CR survival between Group NT-D and BKW-D was statistically significant ÍX'z= 2.65,

p < .051. Similarly, Group EUP-D also exhibited a higher level of CR survival relative to

group BKW-D lx'z= 2.66, p. .051. ln contrast, no significant differences in CR survival

werefound between Groups NT-D and EUP-D [¡'?= 0.01, p>.05].

To better illustrate the impact of the context shift manipulation, Figure 5 was

reorganized to show the effect of the context shift on each treatment condition.

Figure 6 presents the revised figures which shows no difference in the rates of CR

survival between Groups NT-S and NT-D [¡'?= 0.19, Þ > .05] or BKW-S and BKW-D

[x'z= 0.00, p > .05], indicating the pattern of responding exhibited by the groups was

consistent across contexts. However, examination of Groups EUP-S and EUP-D

revealed an interaction of survival functions, with higher levels of CR survival occurring

in the Different context during the early, but not later, part of extinction. An extended

Cox PH model fitted to the groups identified a significant interaction between Context

and Time lx'=3.12, p. .051, confirming the interpretation. A Wilcoxon test applied to

both contexts was not significant lx'z = 0.3t, p t .05], indicating no overall effects were

present.

ln summary, the survival analysis identified three principal findings. First, the no-

treatment controls (Groups NT-S and NT-D) and Group EUP-D exhibited similar CR

survival functions during the gOtrial extinction phase. For these groups, a period of

high stable levels of CR survival preceded a decline in responding. Second, the

survivaf functions of the backward groups (Groups BKW-S and BKW-D) were found not

to differ, and relative to the controls and Group EUP-S, drops in CR survival occurred
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Figure 6. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for Contexts Same and Different. CR survival
probabilities are shown as a function of extinction trials for the control groups (left-hand
frame), backward groups (center frame), and unpaired groups (righlhand frame).
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significantly earlier during the course of exiinction. And third, Group EUp-S was found

to exhibit a higher level of CR survival during the course of extinctíon, relative to the

backward inhibitory groups.

Discussion

The fínding that Groups NT-S and NT-D exhibited similar CR performance during

the retardation test indicated that manipulating the testing context, in the absence of the

stimúl¡ used for inhibitory training, produced no effects on conditioning. The

observation that Groups EUP-S and BKW-S had a lower percentage of CRs than the

control groups (Groups NT-S and NT-D) confirmed the explicitly unpaired and backward

training procedures effectively produced associative inhibition. The outcomes are

consistent with other demonstrations of inhibition produced with backward (Plotkin &

Oakely, 1975; Tait & Saladin, 1986) and explicitly unpaired (Prokasy, Spurr, & Goodell,

1978; Suboski, DiLollo, & Gormezano, 1964) training procedures using the rabbit

nictitating membrane response system. The fact that similar levels of CR performance

were exhibited by Groups EUP-S and BKW-S suggests the procedures produced equal

magnitudes of inhibitory effects.

The observation that, on the retardation test, Group EUP-D exhibited a higher

percentage of CRs relative to Group EUP-S, and did not díffer from controls (Groups

NT-S and NT-D), indicated the context shift procedure attenuated inhibitory effects that

resulted from unpaired stimulus presentations. ln contrast, the finding that Group

BKW-D had a lower percentage of CRs relat¡ve to the control groups (Groups NT-S and
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Nï-D), and did not differ in performance from Group BKW-S, revealed the context shift

procedure had no effect on inhibition generated with backward pairings. The divergent

outcomes parallel those obtained with similar context shift manipulations using sensory

preconditioning analogues of the explicitly unpaired and backward training procedures

(Giftakis & Tait, 1999a).

A closer examination of Group EUP-D's performance over the course of the

retardation test revealed the context shift did not produce an immediate behavioral

effect. The low CR performance of Group EUP-D (relative to controls) in the early part

of the test indicated ihe test CS was initially inhibitory, confirming that unpaired training

was effective when conducted in the Different context. The effect, which appeared to

be short-lived, preceded a period of rapid CR acquisition (relative to Groups BKW-S,

BKW-D, and EUP-S), suggesting a release of inhibition had occurred. The lag in

treatment effect identified for Group EUP-D also suggests repeated exposure to test

context cues was required before the effects of the context shift manipulation could be

detected. The fact that a similar pattern of responding was not observed for Group

BKW-D, which also received a context shift, confirms the change in contextual stimuli

produced an effect that was unique to unpaired training. To illustrate the effect of the

context shift, the CR performance of the unpaired and backward experimental groups

are displayed in Figure 7.

An alternative explanation exists for the present set of results. lt is known that US

preexposure retards acquisition of conditioned responding, and that the retardation

effect produced by US exposures is eliminated by a context shift (Hinson, 1982;
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Figure 7. Mean percentage of CRs for Groups EUP and BKW during each day of the
retardation test for the Context Same (upper-frame) and Context Different (lower-frame)
conditions.
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Mis & Moore, 1973; Saladin & Tait, 1986; Siegel & Domjan, 1971). Because the

inhibitory groups in the present study received exposure to the US during phase one

training, it could be argued that the retarded acquisition resulted from the effects of US

exposure, and was not attributable to inhibitory training per se. lf this were true, the

enhanced responding observed in Group EUP-D could have resulted from a weakening

of a US exposure effect produced by a change in context, and not a weakening of

inhibition.

However, two lines of evidence contradict this alternative hypothesis. First, the

number of US exposures required to produce a retardation effect in the rabbit

preparation is large, typically requiring 200 US exposures distributed over '10 daily

sessions (Hinson, 1982; Saladin & Tait, 1986; Saladin, TenHave, Saper, Labinsky, &

Tait, 1989). ln our laboratory, it has been shown that 200 US exposures administered

in one session does not produce a retardation effect (Saladin et al., 1989), indicating

many sessions of exposure are required to produce the effect. Retarded NMR

acquisition has also been reported with 550 US exposures distributed over five

sessions (Siegel & Domjan, 1971, Experiment 2). Given subjects in the present study

received only two daily sessions of 30 US exposures during inhibitory training, it is

unlikely that US exposure effects were generated with the procedures. Second, it has

been shown that, when similar training parameters are used to generate inhibition,

control groups thai receive presentat¡ons of only the US during inhibitory training have

failed to produce a retardation effect (Tait & Saladin, 1986). Collectively, such findings

contradict the view that US exposure effects are responsible for the pattern of results in
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the present study.

During the extinction test, the no treatment controls (Groups NT-S and NT-D)

exhibited similar patterns of CR survival over the 9O-trial measurement period.

Examination of the Kaplan-Meier plots from the survival analysis revealed a period of

asymptotic CR survival preceded a decline in responding for both groups. ln contrast,

the backward groups (BKW-S and BKW-D) exhibited steady declines in CR survival

from the onset of the extinction test. The latter pattern of responding suggests the

BKW groups demonstrated less resistance to extinction relative to control conditions.

The observation that the CRs for both groups extinguished more quickly is consistent

with the view that the groups were inhibitory, thus confirming the outcomes of the

retardation test.

The survival analysis also revealed that the CR survival curve of Group EUP-D did

not differ from Groups NT-S and NT-D. lf Group EUP-D was inhibitory during the test,

extinction of conditioned responding would be expected to occur at a faster rate relative

to no treatment control conditions (Pavlov, 1927; Rescorla, 1979, Tait, Quesnel, &

TenHave, 1987). The fact that this outcome was not observed provides additional

evidence that Group EUP-D was not inhibitory, confirming the context shift manipulation

was effective.

An unexpected finding of the extinction test was that Group EUP-S exhibited a

pattern of CR survival that was unique from the other inhibitory groups. The drop in CR

survival identîfying the onset of extinction was found to closely correspond with the

backward groups (BKW-S and BKW-D). However, over the course of extinction, the
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CRs of Group EUP-S extinguished more slowly. To highlight the effect, the CR survival

curves of Group EUP-S and the backward groups (BKW-S and BKW-D) are displayed

in Figure B.

The fact that Group EUP-S differed from the no treatment controls (Groups NT-S

and NT-D) and Group EUP-D confirmed it was inhibitory. Unlike these groups,

asymptotic responding was not observed during the early course of extinction. The

observation that the CR survival curve for Group EUP-S differed from the backward

groups suggests the inhibition created with unpaired procedures is associatively

different from that produced with backward pairings. The finding adds to a growing

body of literature suggesting the procedures produce unique associative structures

(Barnet & Miller, 1996a; McNish, Betts, Brandon, & Wagner, '1997; Tait & Saladin,

1986).

General Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to examine whether memories of contextual

stimuli form part of associative structures created with inhibitory training procedures.

To establish inhibition, rabbits were given explicitly unpaired and backward

presentations of a CS and US during classical conditioning. The effects of contextual

stimuli on the expression of inhibition was then assessed using a context shift

procedure. This involved conducting the tests for inhibition in one of two contexts: the

context used for inhibitory training (i.e., the training context), and a neutral context. The

testing env¡ronments differed Ìn whether or not they contained contextual stimuli
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Figure 8. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for Groups EUP-S, BKW-S, and BKW-D. CR
survival probabilities are shown as a function of 9O-extinction trials.
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from the inhibitory traíning phase. Based on findings from similar manipulations

conducted ín the sensory preconditioning paradigm (Giftakis & Tait, 1999a), it was

predicted that the context shift would attenuate inhibitory effects resulting from unpaired

but not backward training.

Summary of Findinqs

The study revealed several findings consistent with these expectations. First, the

unpaired and backward procedures were both found to be effective in producing

associative inhibition. This was indicated by retarded acquisition of conditioned

responding to the putative inhibitor, X, during the retardation test, and a faster decline in

CRs to X relative io no treatment conirol conditions during the extinction test. The

findings are consistent with other demonstrat¡ons of inhibition produced with backward

(Hinson, 1982; Plotkin & Oakley, 1975; Siegel & Domjan, 1971;Tait & Saladin, 1986)

and unpaired (Prokasy, Spurr, & Goodell, 1978; Suboski, Dilollo, & Gormezano, 1964)

training using the rabbit preparation.

Second, changing the context between inhibitory training and testing was found to

attenuate associative inhibitory effects that were produced with the explicitly unpaired

procedure. This was demonstrated by observing enhanced responding to the unpaired

CS in the neutral test context during the retardation test. ln addition, assessment

during extinction revealed responding to X had declined at a slower rate relative to the

inhibitory groups, providing additional evidence that the context manipulation was

effective in weakening inhibition. The results suggest that contextual stimuli played an

important role in the expression of associative inhibition that is created with unpaired
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training.

ln contrast, when associative inhibition was established by backward conditioning,

the context shift procedure did not alter acquisition or extinction rates. That is, equal

levels of inhibition were observed in boih the training and neutral test contexts, as

measured by retardation and extinction tests. The fact that responding to the CS was

not enhanced with the context shift procedure suggests contextual stimuli were not

involved in the expression of inhibition that was generated with backward training.

ln addítion to these findings, the study yielded an unexpected result. During

extinction, the probability of CR survival for inhibitors trained with backward and

unpaired conditioning procedures was found to be different. When inhibition was

assessed in the training context (i.e., unshifted conditions), the drop in CR survival

identifying the onset of extinction was similar wÌth either type of inhibitory training.

However, over the course of extinction, the CR survival probabilities of subjects that

received unpaired training declined more slowly than for subjects that received

backward training. The outcome was not expected since both groups of subjects

exhibited similar performance to the CS during the retardation test. The fact that

different CR survival rates were observed suggests unpaired and backward training

may produce inhibitors with different associative characteristics.

Theoretical lmplications of Findinqs

Several theories have been proposed to explain the function of contextual stimuli in

inhibitory learning (see Appendix A for an overview of inhibitory theories). For example,

associatìve theory (e.9., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) posits that contextual stimuli
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functîon much like discrete cues in that they can compete with one another for

associative strength. lnhibition develops under conditions in which a stimulus is

presented in conjunction with an excitatory context during inhibitory training. ln

contrast, comparator theories (e.9., Gibbon & Balsam, 1981; Miller & Schachtman,

1985a) propose that the context functions as an associative baseline that regulates

inhibitory response generation. A CS exhibits retarded or suppressed responding not

because it has negative associative value, but because its abÌlity to predict

reinforcement does not exceed that of the context. Temporal coding (Barnet & Miller,

1996a, 1996b; Denniston, Cole, & Miller, 1998) models assume memorial

representations of discrete cues and contextual stimuli become encoded as mental

links in inhibitory structures. Lastly, Sometimes-Opponent-Process theories (Wagner,

1981;Wagner & Brandon, 1989) posit that contextual stimuli function to modulate

responding, as opposed to having a direct associative role. A detailed analysis of these

theoretical positions, and their explanation of the present findings, is provided below.

Associative theories. The most popular of associative learning theories is the

Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model, which views excitation and inhibition as opposite

associative processes which form a continuum of associative strength. Conditioned

excitation develops when a neutral stimulus is paired in conjunction with cues that

directly or indirectly provide the subject with reinforcement (US). Over repeated trials,

positive associative strength is established to reflect an associative relationship that

develops between the CS (the formerly neutral stimulus) and US. The rate at which the

CS acquires associaiive strength is determined by two primary factors: the salience of
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the CS and the intensity of the US. As a result of the newly formed associations, the

CS becomes capable of evoking a conditioned response (CR) that strengthens over

trials in a negatively accelerating fashion.

ln contrast, conditioned inhibition develops when a neutral stimulus (X) has been

"non-reinforced" in conjunction with other cues that predict reinforcement. Such cues,

termed contrast stimuli, are conditioned when subjects are exposed to the US during

inhibitory training. ln general, the model assumes that contextual stimulì compete with

discrete cues for a limited amount of associative strength provided by the US. The level

of inhibition that is produced is directly related to associative strength of the excitatory

contrast cues that are present during training. Therefore, as positive associative

strength develops to the excitatory contrasi cues, corresponding decrements in

associative strength occurs to X which results in inhibition.

Because of the theory's reliance on concurrent excitation to produce associative

inhibitìon, it predicts the unpaired and backward condit¡oning procedures use the same

mechanisms in generating inhibition. That is, inhibition results from the

non-reinforcement of X in the presence of excitatory context cues. Given these model

assumptions, it becomes apparent that the temporal relationship between stimulus

events is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for producing associative inhibition.

What is critical is that context-US associations develop to provide the necessary

reinforcement for X. lf this assumption is true, manipulating the associative strength of

the context after inhibitory training should function to alter the expression of associative

inhibition. This view is consisient with the idea that inhibition is a slave process (Fowler,
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Kleiman, & Lysle, 1985) that is functionally dependeni on excitation.

To manipulate associative strength, one of two procedures are typically employed: a

context shift or context extinction. Both procedures function to minimize the role of

contextual stimuli at the time of testing, but in different ways. With the context shift

procedure, ihe context is physically changed between inhibitory training and testing. As

a result, subjects are tested in the presence of neutral context cues (ihey are neutral in

so far as they have never been directly paired with the US). Thus, the role of

context-US associations are minimized at the time of testing. ln contrast, with context

extinction subjects are tested in the presence of context cues from the inhibitory training

environment. During posLtraining extinction (i.e., repeated exposure to context cues in

the absence of the US) the context is assumed to lose its associative value, and

therefore, is associatively neutral at the time of the test. The expectation is that

inhibition should be attenuated or eliminated under these conditions.

The effectiveness of such context manipulations in attenuating associative inhibition

has been demonstrated with various inhibitory training procedures. For example,

extinction of contextual stimuli conducted after Pavlovian Cl (A+/AX-) or differential

training (A+/X-) has been shown to weaken associative inhibition (Fowler, Kleiman, &

Lysle, 1985; Miller et al., 1991). ln addition, extinction of both A and the context after

Pavlovian CI training has been shown to produce greater losses of inhibition relative to

extinction of the contexi alone (Fowler, Kleiman, & Lysle, 1985). These findings are

consistent with the model's prediction that both A and the context provide the necessary

reinforcement for X during each AX- trial. Similar post-extinction manipulaiions
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conducted after differential training have proved to be ineffective (Miller et al., 1991),

suggesting A plays no significant role in the expression of inhibition to X. However,

given A is not presented with X on non-reinforced trials, this poses no problems for the

theory.

ln the present study, a context shift was conducted after unpaired training and was

found to attenuate inhibition of the rabbit's classically conditioned nictitating membrane

response. As with the studies described above, the result is consistent with the

assumptions of the Rescorla-Wagner model (1972) which attributes the effect to the

removal of excitatory contextual associations. The finding also parallels outcomes

observed with context extinciion procedures applied to inhibitory instrumental learning.

For example, in a study conducted by Kaplan and Hearst (1985), separate groups of

pigeons were trained to either approach or withdraw from a light CS located on the wall

of a conditioning chamber. Approach and withdrawal behaviors have been shown to be

reliable measures of excitatory and inhibitory instrumental learning, respectívely (Hearst

& Franklin, 1977; Wasserman, Franklin, & Hearst, 1974). To establish approach

behavior, pigeons were presented with repeated forward presentations of a lO-sec. red

key-light (CS) followed by access to 3-sec. of grain (US). Over repeated trials, the

pigeons were observed to spend greater amounts of time in the presence of the lit key,

which signalled an increase in the likelihood of food (US). ln contrast, to establish

withdrawal behavior, the key-light (CS) was explicitly unpaired with food (US). Thus, it

predicted a decrease in the likelihood of US occurrence. This resulted in the pigeons

spending less time in the presence of the key-light than would be expected if the key
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was not systematically controlling their behavior.

After asymptotic approach and withdrawal behaviors were established, the groups

received exposure to the training context (i.e., contexi extinction) in the absence of the

training stimul. ïhe effects of context exposure were evaluated in relation to control

groups that either remained in their home cage or received US alone presentations

during the training phase. The study showed that context extinction did not affect the

pigeons' excitatory approach behavior. ln contrast, context extinction was found to

produce a loss of conditioned withdrawal behavior. The loss of inhibition that was

observed provides additional evidence that background excitation from context cues

may be necessary for expressing inhibition that is generated with unpaired training.

ln contrast to the results reported above, the Rescorla-Wagner theory (1972) has

difficulty explaining the present study's finding that changing the context after backward

pairings did not affect the expression of inhibition. lf it is assumed that context-US

associations had developed during phase one inhibÌtory training, why would the context

shift not produce an effect? One explanation is ihat, unlike other inhibitory training

procedures, backward trained inhibitors may be dependent on an associative

mechanism that does not invoke a memory of an excitatory training context. lf this

interpretation is correct, it follows thai it should be possible to produce inhibition with

backward pairings in ihe absence of an excitatory context.

To address this issue, investigators have attempted to minimize the presence of

context-produced excitation during backward inhibitory training. lnitial attempts

focussed at overshadowing the context by signalling the US during backward
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conditioning trials (Fowler, Kleiman, & Lysle, 1985; OvermÌer & Patterson, 1983, as

cited in Lolordo & Fairless, 1985). The observation of weaker inhibition in these

studies suggested a presumed level of excitation was necessary for inhibition to

develop. However, recent experimental findings have called US signalling procedures

into question. Williams, Frame, and Lolordo (1992) have shown that contextual

conditioning proceeds despite signalling the US with discrete cues. ln addition,

numerous studies have shown that contextual associations develop concurrently with

discrete cue associations (Balsam & Gibbon, 1988; Giftakis & Tait, 1998; Weaver &

Gordon, 19BB). This evidence is problematic for US signalling experiments as it glves

rise to alternative explanations. For example, the observed reductions in inhibition

reported in these studies could be due to modified stimulus configurations that are no

longer effective in producing associative inhibition.

The present study circumvents problems associated with US signalling in backward

conditioning by testing for inhibition in a neutral context. This test functions to minimize

the role of context-produced excitation ai the time inhibitory associations are being

tested. The fact that inhibition was observed under such conditions suggests contexl

produced excitation may not be necessary for expressing associative inhibition

generated with backward pairings, a finding at odds with the basic assumptions of the

Rescorla-Wagner (1 972) model.

Comparator theories. The initial assumptions for comparator theories (Gibbon &

Balsam, 1981 ; Miller & Schachtman, 1985a) were derived from Rescorla's (1968)

contingency analysis of associative learning. Rescorla argued that responding to a
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target CS was determined by the perceived probability of it being presented with the US

during conditioning. As an extension of this idea, comparator theories make the

assumption that performance to a target CS is not only determined by its relationshíp to

the US, but also by its relationship to other cues that can also predict US occurrence.

Most notably, this includes contextual stimuli that were present during the traíning of the

target CS. To formalize this concept, comparator theories assume performance is

determined by two independent probabilities: one reflecting the CS's ability to predict

reinforcement, and the other representing the predictive abilities of contextual stimuli.

Comparisons involving these probabilities function to directly determine response

generation.

Comparator theories assume that, during the test for inhibition, performance of the

putative inhibitor, X, is determined by a comparison between the associative strengihs

of X (which is presumed to be low if not zero) and the context (the comparator term).

lnhibitory performance occurs because the associative strength of X does not exceed

that of the comparator. Reducing the associative strength of contextual cues after

inhibitory training would be expected io reduce the comparator term. Consequently, in

the test phase of inhibitíon, the net associative strength of the comparator would also

be zero, and as a result, attenuaiion of inhibitory effects would be observed.

When assessment of inhibition occurs in the traÌning context, comparator theories

make similar predictions regarding X's performance. However, the theories make

divergent predictions when inhibitory training and the test for inhibition are conducted in

dissimilar contexts. The differing predictions result from different assumptions about
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which context serves as the comparator for X. The Comparator Hypothesis (Miller &

Schachtman, 1985a) assumes the current associative value of the training context

functions as the comparator. Therefore, testing in either the inhibitory training context

or a neutral context should demonstrate identical inhibitory effects. ln contrast, Scalar

Expectancy Theory (SET) (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981) posits that the relevant comparison

involves the associative strength of the current fesfrng context, with performance to X

being inversely reÍated to the associative value of the context at the time of testing.

Thus, when the training and testing contexts are the same, the expectation is that

similar inhibitory effects will be produced. However, changing the testing context would

be expected to enhance performance to X, attenuating inhibition.

To differentiate these positions, Miller and Schachtman (1985b) performed the

following experiment. Rats were given negative contingency training in which the

Iikelihood of US occurrence was greater in the absence than in the presence of the CS.

The procedure differs from standard explicitly unpaired training in that the CS and US

are occasionally paired on a specified proportion of trials. Two treatment conditions

were employed. Both involved presenting rats wiih six CS presentations, two of which

were immediately followed by shock [P(US/CS) = 0.33]. ln a high context fear

condition, the remaining CS presentations were unpaired with shock to facilitate

conditioning of background stimuli [P(US/CONTEXT) = 0.67]. ln contrast, in a low

context fear control condition the remaining CSs were presented alone to minimize the

possibility of excitatory conditioning occurring to background stimuli [P(US/CONTEXT) =

01. Thus, the only difference between ihe conditions was whether or not unsignalled
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USs were given in the training context.

After the training phase, half of the subjects from each condition received a test for

inhibition in the training context, while the other half received it in a neutral context.

Two principle findings were observed. Firsi, subjects in the high fear condition

[P(US/CONTEXT) = 6 67, exhibited longer mean latencies to emit licking behaviour in a

summation test for inhibition relative to the low fear control condition [P(US/CONTEXT)

= 01. Given the target CSs in ihe two conditions were treated identically, the difference

in outcome was attributed to the high fear context prediciing a higher probability of

reinforcement, and hence, having a larger comparator term. Second, testing in either

the same context as used for inhibitory traÌning or a different context produced equal

magnitudes of inhibitory effects, which was observed for each fear condition. The

results of Miller and Schachtman's experiment support the view that the training

context, and not testing context, functions as the comparator stimulus for inhibitory

response generation. This was confirmed in a subsequent study where extinction of the

training context (i.e., the comparator) after negative contingency training was found to

weaken inhibition (Kasprow, Schachtman, & Mìller, 1987).

The results of the present study provide some support for the notion that the training

context may function as a comparator stimulus for X. Following backward training,

testing in either the training context or a different context produced equal amounts of

inhibition. This outcome would not be expected if the testing context functioned as the

comparator stimulus, in which case testing in the neutral context would be expected to

have attenuated inhibition.
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However, the Comparator Hypothesis (Miller & Schachtman, .1985a) cannot explain

the weakening of inhibition that was identified in the neutral test context following

explicitly unpaired training, nor the differential effects of the context shift on the two

procedures for estabfishing inhibition. The failure to account for these findings adds to

a growing body of empirical research in which context manipulations have been applied

and found to produce effects inconsistent with the predictions of comparator theories

(Cole, Barnet, & Miller, 1995, Experiment 2; Giftakis & Tait, 1998; Miller, Hallam &

Grahame, 1990). For example, consider the blocking paradigm (Kamin, 1969). In this

paradigm, a discreie stimulus (A) is repeatedly paired with a US until a conditioned

response is firmly established. Subsequently, a second stimulus (X) is reinforced wìth

A in a simultaneous compound (AX-US pairings). During the test, the added element

(X) is presented alone. Kamin observed that, even though X was repeatedly reinforced

with the US, it came to control little or no responding. Associative theories (Rescorla &

Wagner, 1972) attribute the effect to an irreversible acquisition failure produced by the

prior conditioning of A. ln contrast, comparator theories assume that an X-US

association formed during compound training, but was not expressed as a result of

being weaker than co-existing contextual associations (i.e., comparator stimuli). Both

context shift and context extinction manipulations have been performed after compound

training in an atiempt to lower the comparator term (Giftakis & ïait, 1998), with the

expectation that this should attenuate the blocking effect. However, when such

manipulations are performed, no change in responding to X occurs (Giftakis & Tait,

1998). The general failure to account for post-training context manipulations in both the
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inhibition and blocking paradigms identífies a fundamental weakness of comparator

theories.

ïemooral codinq. ïhe idea of temporal coding has been proposed to explain the

lack of anticipatory responding observed with various conditioning preparations,

including overshadowing (Blaisdell, Denniston, & Miller, 1998), blocking (Barnet,

Grahame, & Miller, 1993), and sensory preconditioning (Barnet, Cole, & Miller, 1997).

ln addition, the model has recently been applied to explain inhibitory control (Barnet &

Miller, 1996a, 1996b; Dennision, Cole, & Miller, 1998). According tothe hypothesis,

associative connections encode two sources of information: links between CS and US

representations in memory; and, the temporal relationship between the events. The

Iatter involves representations of the temporal order, duration, and timing of the stimuli.

The model further assumes that contiguity is a sufficient condition for establishing

associations, and that conditioned responding is effective in expressing them in so far

as a predictive expectancy is established. A temporal map, which stores the

expectancies in memory, dictates both the form and timing of the CR.

Guided by these assumptions, studies have attempted to investigate the temporal

conditions which underlie the establishment of associative inhibition. This has been

accomplished primarily by systematically manipulating the timing of, and therefore

expectancy of, US occurrence duríng inhibitory training. For example, Denniston, Cole,

and Miller (1998) performed the following experiment. Rats were administered

Pavlovian conditioned inhibition training using two discrete cue excitors, A and B.

Stimulus A was trained using a standard delay conditioning procedure (A-US) in which
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A's termination coincided with US onset. ln contrast, B was trained using a trace

conditioning procedure (B----US) which involved interposing a 5 second gap between

the termination of B and US onset. During the non-reinforced trials, two putative

inhíbitors, X and Y, were respectively presented in conjunction with each stímulus (i.e.,

AX- or BY-). Following inhibitory training, inhibition to X and Y was assessed in a

summation test which involved presenting each stimulus in conjunction with a

separately trained excitor which had also been trained with either delay or trace

conditioning. As expected, the summation test revealed greater inhibition to X using a

test exc¡tor trained with delay conditioning. ln contrast, Y exhibited the greatest amount

of inhibition when tested using an excitor trained with trace conditioning.

The results are consistent with the temporal coding hypothesis, which posits

subjects encode the temporal location of the om¡tted US during inhibitory training. The

model assumes that the inhibitor signals the time at which US omission is expected,

which can differ depending on whether the US is presented in close (delay) or distant

(trace) temporal proximity with the contrast stÌmuli during inhibitory training. The model

also predicts that, during the summation test, the magnitude of inhibition will be

determined by the degree to which an expectation of US omission coincides wiih

predictions of US occurrence evoked by the transfer stimulus.

ln its current form, the temporal coding hypothesis makes no explicit assumptions

regarding whether contextual stimuli are involved in establishing expectancies about US

omission in inhibitory training. However, the results of the present study provides some

evidence that contextual st¡muli may play a role in the temporal encoding of inhibitory
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relationships under specific temporal conditions. That is, during explicitly unpaired

training, the putative inhibitor (X) and the US were presented on temporally separated

trials. ln contrast, with backward conditioning the US was presented in close temporal

proximity with X. Thus, the only difference between these procedures was the temporal

separation of X and the US during inhibitory training. The observation that a change of

context had an effect with unpaired but not backward stimulus presentations suggests

temporal encoding of contextual stimuli had occurred, and was regulated by whether

the US was presented in close or distant temporal proximity with X.

The present results also add to a growing body of evidence that shows backward

trained inhibitors possess different associative characteristics (Barnet & Miller, 1996a;

McNish, Betts, Brandon, & Wagner, 1997; Tait & Saladin, 1986). Most notably, these

studies have revealed that inhibitors created with backward conditioning may exhÍbit

both excitatory and inhibitory associative properties (see the lntroduction for an

explanation). According to Barnet and Miller (1996a), to account for such findings a

distinction must be made between the associative value of a backward conditioned CS

and îts signal value. Traditionally, the associative value of a stimulus has been defined

¡n terms of its ability to either evoke or suppress a response (i.e., Rescorla & Wagner,

1972). However, in situaiions where a stimulus may serve multiple functions, such as

with backward conditioning, this unìtary definition becomes problematic. To circumvent

this problem, Barnet and Miller (1996a) stated that the definition must be expanded to

incorporate a stimulus's signal value - whether it predicts the occurrence or absence of

a particular US. Thus, a stimulus can be well associated with a US (positive associative
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value) while at the same time signal a US is not forthcoming in the future (negative

signal value). ïhis distinction is not required under conditions in which a CS serves

only a single function, as in the case of explicitly unpaired training.

ïhe present findings are important for they extend the generality of the temporal

coding hypothesis to include contextual stimuli in explaining how associative inhibition

develops. Additional support for the differential role of contextual stimuli in temporal

encoding comes from studies that have explored the role sequential and unpaired

stimulus training during sensory preconditioning. For example, Giftakis and Tait

(1999a) presented rabbits with two neutral stimuli in a close temporal relationship

(S1-S2 pairing) during the preconditioning phase. f n different experiments, either the

first (S1) or second (S2) stimulus was subsequently reinforced with the US during

conditioning. Tests for preconditioning effects revealed different associative outcomes

depending on which stimulus was paired with the US. That is, if the temporally second

stimulus was reinforced during conditioning (i.e., 52), the test identified an excitatory

sensory preconditioning effect to Sl. ln contrast, reinforcing the temporally first

stimulus in the pairing (S1) produced associative inhibition to 52.

The dual outcomes of Giftakis and Tait's (1999a) experiments suggested boih

excitatory and inhibitory associative linkages developed concurrently during the

preconditioning phase. The findings indicated that both links were necessary for

preserving the temporal order of the stimulus relationship, a result cons¡stent with the

assumptions of the temporaì coding hypothesis. The observation that a context shift

between the precondit¡oning and conditioning phases produced no effects suggested
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contextual stimuli were not involved in the associative structure that was created with

backward (and fonruard) pairings, a finding consistent with the present pattern of results.

To explore the effects of unpaired stimulus training, Giftakis and Tait (1999a) also

presented rabbits with explicitly unpaired presentations of S1 and 52 during the

preconditioning phase. Reinforcing 52 with the US in a subsequent conditioning phase

was found to produce associative inhibition to S1. The ouicome suggested inhibitory

relations were established between S1 and 52 during the preconditioning phase. A

context shift conducted after inhibitory training attenuated the magnitude of inhibition, a

finding also consisteni wìth the present results.

The divergent outcomes obtained in the present study, combined with the results

presented above, suggests the mechanisms for producing inhibition with unpaired and

backward training are different. Additional evidence that context mechanisms are

involved with unpaired, but not backward training procedures is provided by the results

of the extinction test that followed the retardation test. The test revealed that the CR

survival functions of the standard backward and unpaired groups were found to be

different, with the latter group exhibiting a higher rate of CR survival during the course

of extinction.

Given the groups received a common testing protocol, the difference in outcomes is

most likely due to memorial representations that were established during phase one

inhibitory training. Two hypotheses have been proposed to explain why. First, it is

possible that the backward training procedure may have produced a greater amount of

inhibition. lf this occurred, the test CS would be expected to exhibit a lower rate of CR
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survival during the extinction test. However, the observation that the retardation test

identified equal magnitudes of inhibition with the unpaired and backward training

procedures is inconsistent with this position. Alternatively, the effects of the extinction

manipulation on CR survival may be directly related to the presumed number of

elements being extinguished. That is, if inhibitors created with unpaired presentations

involves contextual stimuli, such representations may take longer to extinguish (i.e.,

because there are more of them) relaiive to backward trained inhibitors in which the

context is not involved. ïhe results of the present study suggest this may be the case.

SOP/AESOP. The Sometimes-Opponent-Process theory (Wagner, 1981) is a

computational model of associative learning that makes use of temporal dynamics to

explain excitatory and inhibitory behavior. According to the model, a stimulus (either a

CS or US) is composed of a collection of elements that together make up a node.

Elements within the node may be in one of three states of activity: an inactive or resting

state (l), a primary state (41) and a secondary state (42). When the stimulus is inìtially

presented, all elements in the node are in the inactive state (l). Subsequently, a

proportion of the elements (denoted p,) rise into the A1 state after which they decay,

first to the A2 state (d,) and then to inactivity (dr). This dynam¡c process is analogous

to the rise and fall in stimulus activity posited by Konorski (1948) (see Appendix A for a

detailed discussion).

The model assumes that excitatory connections develop when the CS and US both

have elements in the primary A1 state. The strength of the association is determined

by the degree to which there is conjoint A1 activity. After the excitatory connection has
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formed, the CS becomes capable of evoking a memory representation of the US by

exciting its elements from inactivity io the A2 state. This process is referred to as

conditioned A2 activation. The optimal condition for producing excitatory associations,

and hence conditioned A2 activation, is forward conditioning. With this procedure, the

CS precedes the US by a short interstimulus interval which allows the A1 activities of

CS and US elements to overlap.

ln contrast, inhibitory connections develop when one stimulus has elements is in the

A1 state and the other has elements in the A2 state. The optimal condition for

producing inhibition is backward conditioning because the US is presented prior to CS

onset, which permits nodal US elements to decay to the A2 state prior to being paired

with the CS. The strength of the inhibitory association is determined by how many

elements in the different states overlap. According to Wagner and Larew (1985),

intermediate US-CS intervals produces the maximum amount of inhibitory conditioning,

with longer intervals resulting in little or no effects.

Because the decline in US activity occurs rather abruptly, Wagner's (1981) iheory

posits that presenting the CS immediately or soon after US termination is required for

producing inhibition. lf the CS is presented too late in the intertrial interval, US

activaiion will decline to inactivity prior to the CS initiating its impulses to the A1 state.

Consequently, this will preclude the possibility of any inhibitory associations developing.

To evaluate this assumption of the theory, one can examine the effect of

manipulatlng the time interval between US termination and CS onset. The expectation

is that a moderate degree of temporal separation should minimize the development of
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associative inhibition.

The effect of manipulating the duration of the US-CS interval in backward

conditioning has been examined. For example, in a study conducted by Plotkin and

Oakley (1975), three groups of rabbits were presented with backward pairings of a tone

CS and shock US. The interval between US offsei and CS onsei for the groups were

200 msec, 500 msec, and 55 secs, respectively. ln a retardation of learning test, ihe

performance of each group was assessed relative to a control group that did not receive

backward training. The test showed that the groups given immediate presentations of

the CS (200 and 500 msec) were retarded relative to the group given a late CS

presentation (55 secs.) or the control. In a similar study conducted by Maíer, Rapaport,

and Wheatly (1976), two groups of rats were given backward pairings with intervals of 1

and 30 seconds. Relative to a control group that received random stimulus

presentations, only the group given an immediate presentation of the CS (1 sec.) was

shown to be inhibitory. The outcomes of both studies are predicted by Wagner's (1981)

theory of conditioning.

The results of the present study can also be used to evaluate the assumptions of

Wagner's (1981) model. ln the study, backward pairings using a US-CS interval of 500

msec was found to produce associative inhibition. The finding replicates ihai of Plotkin

and Oakley (1975), and provides additional support for SOP's assumption that

backward intervals of short duration should be effective in generating inhibition.

However, the finding that inhibition was also produced with the explicitly unpaired

procedure, in which 3.0 minutes separated CS and US presentations, is inconsistent
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with the theory. SOP predicts that with such temporal separation, elements in the

different siates (i.e., A1 and A2) should not overlap, or minimally the overlap would be

very small. As a result, this would prevent inhibitory associations from being

established. The fact that inhibition was produced under such temporal conditions

indicates a weakness in the model.

The model has been revised to account for excitatory and inhibitory effects that

have been observed to concurrently result from backward conditioning (Barnet & Miller,

1996a; McNish, Betts, Brandon, &Wagner, 1997; Tait& Saladin, 1986). The revised

model, termed AESOP (Affective Extension of SOP, Wagner & Brandon, 1989), posits

that during backward training, the CS becomes conditioned to both emoiional (fear) and

sensory attributes of the US. CRs produced by the former type of association reflect

the conditioning of a motivatìonal state, and are characterized by nonspecific, diffuse

changes in activity or arousal (Konorskì, 1967). This occurs independent of inhibitory

associations that develop between the CS and the US's sensory components. Central

to the revised theory is the assumption that A1 and A2 processes of fear conditioning

are more protracted than for conditioning of sensory attributes. Thus, when the US is

presented on backward trials, nodal US elements are very slow to decay. This results

in substantial overlap of CS and US elements in the A1 state, producing excitatory

associative effects on measures of fear, but not eyeblink, conditioning

AESOP posits that contextual stimuli present during training are presumed to

acquire the ability to evoke an emotive representation of the US. However, unlìke with

discrete cues, their function is to modulate conditioned responding, as opposed to
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becoming directly involved in associative processes that control responding. The

possibility that contextual fear stimuli can modulate excitatory Pavlovian CRs has been

investigated systematically with the rabbit's eyelid conditioning paradigm (see

Bombace, Brandon, &Wagner, 1991; Brandon &Wagner, 1991). However, similar

studies have not yet determined to what extent inhibitory responding is also modulated

by contextual stimuli.

A different account of contextual control of inhibitÍon has been provided by stimulus

representation theory (Mclaren, Kaye, & Mackintosh, 1989). It explains inhibitory

outcomes with neutral stimulus elements by positing that two types of associations

develop during repeated exposure to unpaired stimuli (A and B). The first is an

excitatory association that connects the unique features of each stimulus to a common

element shared between them (A-X and B-X). However, with repeated stimulus

exposures, latent inhibition gradually develops to both the unique and common

elements. Because the common element is experienced more often than ihe unique

elements (i.e., is present on both trials), it experiences a greater loss in associability

than do the unique elements. This causes the excitatory associations to break down,

and as a result, the common element is no longer capable of retrieving A and B

representations. Consequently, inhibitory associations become established between

the unique elements, A and B, thereby enhancing the ability to discriminate them.

Subjects learn that A signals the non-occurrence of B, and vice versa. In support of the

theory, inhibitory associations have been observed between neutral compound stimuli

containing a common element (Espinet, Iraola, Bennett, & Mackintosh, 1995).
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The theory predicts that contextual stimuli should play a role similar to that of X

when explicit unpaired presentations are used. Because the context is physically

present during exposure to each stimulus presentation (A and B), it forms part of the

stimulus complex that is common to each trial. Therefore, the theory predicts that

inhibitory associations will develop to the extent that contextual stimuli, in addition to the

discrete cues, function as common elements during presentations of A and B. The fact

that a context shift has been shown to attenuate inhibitory sensory preconditioning

effects created with explicitly unpaired presentations of S1 and 52 (Giftakis & Tait,

1999a) is consistent with this later assumption. The results of the present study

suggest that the theory may also hold true for inhibition generated with non-neutral

stimuli in classical conditioning. Additional research is needed to further explore this

possibility.

Summary. ln the present study, a context shift conducted after unpaired training

was found to attenuate inhibìtion. The finding is consistent with the Rescorla-Wagner

(1972) model, which attributes the effect to the elimination of excitatory context cues

that supports inhibitory behavior. The weakening of inhibition is also predicted by the

Scalar Expectancy Theory (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981), which assumes performance to X

is inversely related to the associative value of the context at the time of testing. As a

result, conducting the retardation test in a neutral context would be expected to

enhance performance. However, both theories have difficulty explaining the fact that

the context shift did not attenuate inhibition produced with backward pairings.

The strength of AESOP (Wagner & Brandon, 1989) is in the theory's ability to
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predici multiple associative outcomes resulting from backward pairing procedures- This

is accomplished by treating emotional and sensory conditioning as separate processes,

the former of which is regulated by contextual stimuli. However, the fact that the theory

predicts neutral associative outcomes should result from unpaired inhibitory training

Iimits its predictive ability. Consequently, a hybrid of AESOP and either the Rescorla-

Wagner (1972) or Scalar Expectancy (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981)theories is needed to

account for the present pattern of results.

Future Research

Future research can be directed in two areas: determining common processes and

identifying the conditions under which different mechanisms for generating inhibition

become active. Each of these positions is described below.

common processes. The present study supports the contention that contextual

cues are not involved in the processes that produces backward inhibition. Ïhus

backward pairings are l¡ke foMard pairings, at least for the nictitating membrane

response, in that the association that results is independent of the context in which it

was trained (Giftakis & Tait, 1999a). That is, context shifts do not affect the expression

of the association.

However, there is one arrangement of foMard pairings in which the context appears

to be a crucial participani. Recently, Giftakis and Tait (1998) demonstrated that,

through the use of contexi shift and context extinction manipulations, contextual cues
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pariicipate in the blocking effect6. The contextual manipulations weakened the blocking

effect almost as much as the parallel discrete cue manipulation. lf forward and

backward pairings invoke common mechanisms, then it would be expected that

contextual cues should participate in the development of backward blocking.

Such experiments have not been conducted. ln fact, there has been very tittle

emphasis on whether the acquisition of inhibition can be blocked. The few studies

which have examined the possibility of blocking of inhibitory stimuli have produced

mixed results. For example, Suiter and LoLordo (1 971) observed blocking of inhibition

to a target cue, X, when it had been presented in compound with an inhibitory cue

during negative contingency or explicitly unpaired training. However, subsequent

attempts to replicate the finding have failed (Schachiman, Matzel, & Miller, 19BB), thus

questioning whether inhibitory blocking is in fact a true phenomenon. Thus, it appears

additional research may be needed to identify operations that may be most optimal in

producing such an effect. To date, no published experiments have used the rabbit's

NMR preparation to examine it.

While the unpaired procedure has received a modest level of experimental ¡nterest,

there have been, to my knowledge, no studies of blocking using backward pairings.

Such an examination appears warranted. Two issues need to be explored. Can

backward blocking be obtained and, if so, are contextual cues involved? Yes to both

ó Blocking was first ident¡fìed by Kamin (1969) ¡n a three phased exper¡ment. Asymptotic
conditioning of a CS ¡s followed by training in which a simultaneous compound of the CS and a novel CS
are paired with the US. In the final phase, response levels to the novel CS are recorded. Typically the
novel CS fails to produce responding, so learn¡ng to the novel cS ¡s said to be "blocked" by the prior
condition¡ng.
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questions would provide additional support to the hypothesis that a common set of

mechanisms govern acquisition in backward and forward conditioning.

Transition from context-insensitive to context-sensitive mechanism. ln the present

study, changing ihe context between inhibitory training and testing weakened inhibition

with the unpaired, but not the backward procedure. Since the principle difference

between the procedures was whether X was presented in close (backward) or distant

(unpaired) temporal proximity with the US, this suggests the temporal interval between

the stimuli was a determining factor in promoting inhibitory control by the context. The

findings, which are consistent with previous demonstrations in instrumental learning

(Kaplan & Hearst, 1985) and sensory preconditioning (Giftakis & Tait, 1999a), suggests

there may be two different mechanisms for producing inhibition - a context-insensitive

mechanism that only involves memorial representations of the two stimuli, and, a

contexlsensitive mechanism in which context cues also form part of the associative

structure. Which mechanisms becomes active depends on the temporal interval

employed during training.

Although evidence exists to suggest that dual mechanisms are at play, it is not

known when the transition from the context-insensitive to context-sensitive mechanism

takes place, or what form such a transition will take. As the backward interstimulus

interval increases (i.e., trace procedure), it becomes progressively similar to the

explicitly unpaired procedure - they are on a continuum of temporal separation. This

conceptualization yields two possibilities. The transition may occur on a gradient, in

which case one would expect increased inhibitory control by context cues as a function
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of increasing temporal separation. Alternatively, the transition may occur at a discreie

point in time. This would suggest temporal encoding of context cues occurs after a

minimum threshold of temporal separation has been reached.

To differentiate between these hypotheses requires an experimentaf strategy that

compares backward interstimulus intervals of different durations (i.e., short, medium,

and long). lf the temporal gradient hypothesis is true, a context shift conducted at each

successive interval would be expected to produce an increased weakening of inhibition.

Conversely, if the alternative account is correct, a uniform weakening of inhibition is

expected for each successive interval after the context shìft first produces its effect.

Little empirical evidence exists to aid in choosing between the two possibilities.

Plotkin and Oakely (1975) have shown that a backward interstimulus interval of 55

seconds produces neutral associative effects, suggesting an associative null point may

exist within the temporal interval. ls this where the transition occurs? li is one likely

possibility and would implicate a switching rather than gradient mechanism. As Plotkin

and Oakely (1975) did not examine longer backward intervals, and therefore could not

identify the redevelopment of inhibition, additional research is needed to clarify the

issue.
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Append¡x A

Theoretical lnterpretations of Associative lnhibition
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The concept of inhibition has played a central rofe in study of classical conditioning.

The first systematic study of behavioral Ìnhibition was performed by Pavlov (1927), who

discovered the phenomenon during his investigations of the conditioned reflex. The

results of Pavlov's studíes led to the formulation of a theory that attributed condÌtioned

behavior to cerebral physiological functioning. Some years laier, Pavlov's procedures

for generating and measuring inhibitory processes were adopted by Konorski (1948;

1967), who provided a different theoretical explanation of the phenomenon. Konorski's

views were later incorporated into a formal computaiional model of associative learning

(Wagner, 1981). ln 1969, Rescorla developed a working definition of associative

inhibition which has become the current standard for measuring it. The following

paragraphs will briefly outline each of these positions, revealing how associative

inhibition has emerged in classical conditioning research.

Pavlov

ln the lntroduction, it was indicated that Pavlov (1927) developed two procedures for

producing internal inhibition: Pavlovian conditioned inhibítion training (A+/AX-) and

differential conditioning (A+/X-)?. With both procedures, an excitatory contrast cue (A)

is repeatedly paired with an unconditioned stimulus (US) until it comes to reliably

control conditioned responding. On different trials, a putative inhibitor (X) is either

presented by itself (as in differential tra¡ning) or paired in compound with the excitatory

Tover the past 20 years, the procedures used ¡n Pavlovian conditioning have become
increasingly more complex. To ease the communicatìon of such procedures a nomenclature has
evolved that represents stimuli with capÌtal letters (e.9., A), the presence of the US by '+' and its absence
by '-', pairings by the combination of symbols (e.9., AB, A+) and events separated in time by '/' (e.9.,
A/B).
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cue (AX) (as in Pavlovian conditioned inhibitíon training). Over the course of training

subjects come to learn that X signals the absence of the US.

ln addition to these procedures, Pavfov (1927) identified two other techniques for

producing internal inhibition - extinction and inhibition of delay. ïhese procedures are

different in that they do not require an active process of d ifferentiation. An explanation

of these procedures follow.

Extinction. Pavlov observed that if following conditioning the CS is repeatedly

presented in the absence of the US, the CR gradually disappears. Pavlov hypothesized

that two mechanisms may be responsible for the observed loss of CRs. First, ihe

association between the CS and US may have weakened during extinction (i.e.,

unlearning). As a result, presenting the CS would no longer evoke a response.

Second, the association between the CS and US may have remained intact but was

masked by a gradual build-up of inhibition.

Numerous experimental observations in Pavlov's laboratory led him to accept the

latter interpretation. For example, he observed that if dogs were presented with the

unconditioned stimulus after extinction, responding io the CS was often fully restored.

Similar restorative effects were also observed when Pavlov measured responding to the

CS after a period of time had elapsed following extinction, as opposed to immediately

afterwards. Pavlov labelled this finding spontaneous recovery, and reasoned that it

could only occur if an excitatory associative connection existed between the two stimuli.

ln both cases removal of inhibition was assumed to be the operative mechanism.

Additional evidence for an intact association surviving extinction is provided by
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Pavlov's demonstration of dis-inhibition. The effect is a temporary recovery of CRs,

which is produced by presenting a novel stimulus in conjunct¡on with the extinguished

CS. Because of the temporary nature of the effect, Pavlov attributed it to interference

rather than the removal of inhibitory processes (Pavlov, 1927, p.66). Collectively, such

observations led Pavlov to form the view that excitation and inhibition are "antagonistic

processes" that can develop to the same stimulus.

lnhibition of delay. Pavlov noticed that when a relatively short CS (i.e., 1-5 seconds)

was used for conditioning, ihe temporal location of the conditioned salivary response

occurred soon after its onset. However, when the CS-US interval was extended,

thereby increasing the duration of the CS, the onset of the salivary response was

delayed. Emergence of the new response occurred just prior to US onset. ln a series

of experiments, Pavlov showed the onset of delay to be correlated with the length of the

CS-US interval. Similar interval-shift effects have also been demonstrated with the

rabbit's nictitating membrane paradigm (i.e., Coleman & Gormezano, 1971).

Pavlov interpreted his finding to mean that the memorial representation of the CS

consisted of two separable components: the early part of the CS was inhibitory,

whereas the later part was excitatory. The phenomenon, which Pavlov termed

inhibition of delay, was considered to serve an adaptive function. lt provided a stimulus

with the abÌlity to time and control reflexes for proper receipt of the US. ln the context

of a Pavlovian experiment, this ensures that a sufficient amount of salivation wìll be

produced at the time when meat powder is injected in the mouth.

To show that the early portion of the CS component was in fact inhibitory, Pavlov
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demonstrated that it functioned io suppress the behavior elicited by other excitatory

st¡muli presented in conjunction with it. A similar effect has also been observed in GSR

conditioning with humans (Rodnick, 1937), where the early part of a CS signalling

shock has been shown to suppress responding to a separately trained air-puff CS. ln

an attempt to provide an estimate of the growth of inhibition of delay, Rescorla (1967)

measured responding at successive segments of an extended CS-US interval

employed during avoidance conditioning. lt was observed that the number of

responses increased monotonically throughout the interval, an observation consisient

with Pavlov's concept of the phenomenon.

Pavlov's theory of conditionino. The change in associative status of a neutral

stimulus, to either an excitatory or inhibitory state, reflected a physiological process that

Pavlov believed was under control of the cerebral cortex. This view was apparent in

Pavlov's theory of conditioning, which posited that memorial representations of the CS

and US resided in different areas of the cortex. Processing of these areas, which

occurred as a result of stimulus presentation, functioned to activate neural impulses

that radiated io surrounding fields. Pavlov referred to this process as irradiation. By

presenting the CS and US in a close temporal relationship, as is typically done during

excitatory conditioning, the impulses of the two fields overlapped. As a result, a neural

connection was formed between them. Consequently, the CS is no longer neutral

because its presentation now spreads activation to the US site via a newly developed

associative connection. lndirect activation of the US site results in a conditioned

response that resembles the UR.
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During inhibitory conditioning, a memorial representation of the putative inhibitor

was created. When processed, inhibitory pulses spread over the cortex, which

prevented the immediaie activation of excitatory CS centers. Pavlov referred to this

process as concentrat¡on. As a result, presenting an inhibitor in conjunction with an

excitatory stimulus functions to suppress responding that would othen¡uise occur.

Because irradiation from inhibitory centers is diffuse and comes into contact with all

surrounding cortical areas, the theory posits that all excitors should be affected, even if

they are conditioned to different USs. lt is because of this assumption that Pavlov's

theory is considered by some theorists to be a "nonassociative model of inhibition"

(Lolordo & Fairless, 1985).

Pavlov's theory has been criticized for its lack of correspondence with physiological

mechanisms. The criticísm results from his description of cortical functioning which was

based on inference from behavior rather than direct neural measurement. As such,

Pavlov has been viewed as studying a "conceptual nervous system" (Konorski, 1948;

Skinner, 1938; as cited in Williams, Lolordo, & Overmier, 1992). Despite these

criticisms, Pavlov's experimentation forms the basis for how inhibition is operationally

defined and measured in current research, and for this he is credited.

Konorski

Another influential figure in shap¡ng how inhibition is viewed in classical conditioning

research was Konorski (19a8; 1967). His views were fundamentally different from

Pavlov's in two important respects. First, in addition to explaining associative

processes, he provided a "performance rule" which predicted changes in behavior as a
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function of interacting excitatory and inhibitory associative processes (Konorski, 1948).

As it will be shown, many of Pavlov's findings can be explained by this rule without

making reference to antagonistic processes. Second, his theorizing departs from

Pavlov's in that he views inhibition as reflecting an "associative" process that is

governed by specific relations between the inhibitor and a particular US (Konorski,

1948; 1967). These and other aspects of his theories, as well as procedures he

devised to test them, are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.

Konorski's l94B theorv. According to Konorski (1948), excitatory conditioning

involves forming a representation between a CS and US center. When the US is

presented on a triaf, there is a rise in activity of its corresponding center. Ihe

heightened activity remains for the duration that the stimulus is applied. Consequently,

removing the stimulus causes the activity in the US center to fall until it reaches a state

of inactivity. When the CS is presented a similar increase in activity is produced.

However, this functions to propagate impulses to the US center.

Konorski believed that an excitatory association formed between two stimuli when

impulses from the CS center overlapped a "rise" in activity of the US center.

Accordingly, the optimal condiiion for creating this type of association was forward

pairings. The temporal order ensured that impulses originating from the CS area

arrived at the US area early upon US application. The strength of the association was

determined by the number of excitatory connections that developed between centers,

which íncreased over repeated conditioning trials in a negatively accelerated fashion.

ln contrasi, Konorski proposed that inhibitory associations developed under
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conditions in which cs impulses coincided with a "fall" in us activation. However,

unlike with excitatory associations, they did not have the capacity to produce responses

on their own. lnstead, they increased the activation level required for excitatory stimuli

to evoke a response. The higher threshold made response generation less probable,

and therefore, performance was retarded. The amount that this threshold is increased

was determined by the number of inhibitory connections that developed, which like an

excitatory association, grew with repeated conditioning trials. Konorski's "threshold

view" of inhibition was fundamentally different from that of Pavlov, who believed that

inhibition manifested itself as an "antiresponse" that suppressed responding to an

excitatory cs (for a discussion refer to Bower & Hilgard, 1981; Lolordo & Fairless,

'1985; Rescorla, 1979; Wagner & Larew, 1985).

Konorski's theory can effectively account for some forms of internal inhibition. For

example, if a previously conditioned stimulus is presented without a us, such as in

experimental extinction, a subsequent decline in the US center will occur. As a result,

repeated cs alone presentations w¡ll propagate impulses that overlap with a fall in us

activity. consequently, inhibitory associations will accumulate over repeated

conditioning trials, gradually increasing the activation threshold for existing excitatory

associations. This process should reveal itself as a gradual decline in conditioned

responding. As with Pavlov's explanation of the phenomenon, it explains the outcome

by accepting the hypothesis that both excitatory and inhibitory associations exist to the

same CS.

A similar explanation is used to account for why X becomes inhibitory in ihe
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conditioned inhibition paradigm (A+/AX-) On the nonreinforced AX trials, A is

presumed to elicit a memorial representation of the US. Because the AX compound is

not reinforced a fall in US activation occurs, resulting in inhibitory relations between X

and the US. The strength of the inhibitory association is assumed to depend on the

strength of the excitatory association between A and US. Therefore, the model predicts

that acquisition of inhibition should directly reflect the negatively accelerated fearníng

curve for excitatory associations (Rescorla, 1979). lnterestingly, Konorski's theory does

not predict inhibition using the differential (A+/ X-) or unpaired (+/X-) procedures, since

X is not temporally presented with a stimulus that predicts a fall in US activity.

Konorski's theory predicts that the ideal procedure for establishing inhibition is

backward conditioning, where the US is presented prior to CS onset on conditioning

trials (i.e., US-CS pairings). Because of the temporal relation of the stimuli, CS

impulses cannot begin to propagate until the US has been terminated. As a result, the

only overlap possible is between a declíne in US activity and the CS, which should form

an inhibitory connection. Consistent with this prediction, backward conditioning has

been shown to be an effective procedure for producing associative inhibition (Maier,

Rapaport, &Wheatley, 1976; Moscovitch & Lolordo, 1968; Plotkin & Oakley, 1975; Iait

& Saladin, 1986).

With regards to the summation test, the theory predicts that if an inhibitory stimulus

is presented in compound with an excitatory stimulus, the latter cue's threshold to

trigger a response will increase. As a result, performance will be retarded. Konorski

believed that Pavlov's summation test was an appropr¡ate measure of internal inhibition.
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ln addition, he also devised an alternaiive procedure, the retardation fesf, to measure

inhibition. With this test the putative inhibitor is repeatedly paired with reinforcement

and observed during conditioning. lnhibition is inferred if responding to the putative

inhibitor is retarded relative to the conditioning of a novel stimulus. Given that both

stimuli develop excitatory associations at the same rate, the novel siimulus should

exhibit more CRs given its lack of preexisting inhibitory associations to the US.

Lastly, Konorski's model differs from Pavlov's in one important respect: it assumes

thai ihe manifestation of inhibition is specific to the particular US employed during

inhibitory training. ïherefore, retardation or suppression effects should only occur to

excitatory stimuli conditioned with the same US as the inhibitor. ïhis contrasts with

Pavlov's notion that an inhibitor should be able to "transfer" its effects to excitors trained

with different USs (cited in Lolordo & Fairless, 1985).

Konorski's 1967 theory. Some years later, new experimental evidence obtaÌned in

Konorski's laboratory lead him to question his working model of associative learning.

According to Konorski (1 967), one weakness of the l94B theory was that it could not

explain the asymmetry that exists between extinction and restoration of conditioned

responding. Specifically, the 1948 model assumes that during CS-US pairings

excÌtatory connections develop between the CS and US centers. When the CS is

presented by itself in extinciion, inhibitory connections form "side by side with the totally

preserved excitatory connections" (p.p. 315, Konorski, 1967). Because excitatory

connections remain intact, the model predicts that there should be a gradual, as

opposed to a rapid, loss in conditioned responding, lf the extinguished CS is again
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paired with the US, responding should be restored at the same rate at which it was

extinguished. However, in contradiction to the later prediction, Konorski (1967)

observed that restoration of conditioned responding occurred very rapidly. ln most

cases, only a few reinforced trials with ihe extinguished CS was required to completely

restore the CR.

Konorski (1967) observed another shortcoming with the 1948 theory. The theory

predicts that if a CS is repeatedly presented by itself without ever being paired with the

US, inhibitory connections should not develop (p.p. 316, Konorski, 1967). As a result, if

the same CS is later used for conditioning, conditioned responding should develop at a

normal rate. ln contrast to this prediction, Konorski observed that conditioning of a

preexposed CS proceeds very slowly relative to the conditioning of a novel or

extinguished stimulus. The retarded acquisition lead Konorski to conclude that this

procedure produced inhibition.

Such behavioral evidence led Konorski to reformulate his theory. The new model

(Konorki, 1967) is summarized as follows. During classical conditioning, two types of

associations are formed. The first type involves a connection between a memorial

representations of contextual stimuli (called gnostic units) and the emotional attributes

of the US (i.e., fear, hunger, etc.). The CR produced by this association is called a

preparatory response and reflects the conditioning of a motivational state. For

example, in a typical Pavlovian experiment a dog is restrained in an experimental room

and gíven pairíngs of a tone with food. According to Konorski, the experimenial room

would come to evoke a hunger CR comprised of nonspecific, diffuse changes in actìvity
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or arousal. Examples of such prepatory responses include hunger pains, restlessness,

and heightened activity directed at reducing the appropriate drive state. ln aversive

preparations this would include fear.

The establishment of a conditioned emotional state by contextual cues is necessary

for developing the second type of association, which involves a connection between a

memorial representation of the nominal CS (also called a gnostic unit) and the more

precise sensory component of the US (e.9., the locus of application, duration, intensity,

etc.). The CR produced by this association is called a consummato4¡ response and is

characterized by specific, discrete changes in physiological functioning or behavior (i.e.,

salivation, eyeblink, etc.). Such CRs are most easily evoked by brief, intermittent

stimuli of short duration such as tones and lights.

Konorski's (1967) revised conceptualization of conditioning requires that the emotive

and sensory attributes of the US can be dissociated and separately conditioned. The

different component elements within the stimulus complex provided the subject with

unique sources of information about the US. The same principles hold true for

inhibitory conditioning. Konorski (1967) believed that for inhÍbition to develop, gnostic

units representing the CS center become associated with a no-US center (memory for

absence of the US). Similarly, the gnostic units representing contextual stimuli become

associated with an anti-drive center. The resulting connections produced inhibitory

behavior. As with the former theory, the new connections form along side any existing

ones. However, only excitatory connections are presumed to develop. Konorski

presumed that activation of no-US and anti-drive units, rather than development of
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inhibitory connections per se, was responsible for producing inhibitory behavior (p.p.

327, Konorski, 1967).

Rescorla

ln his review of the empirical literature on Pavlovian inhibitory conditioning, Rescorla

(1969b) proposed a working definition of associative inhibition. The definition

represented a synthesis of ideas proposed by his predecessors, pavlov (1927) and

Konorski (1 9a8;1 967). lt stated that a stimulus becomes a conditioned inhibitor as a

result of some unspecified relationship with a particular US, as demonstrated by

acquiring properties that were antagonistic to a conditioned excítatory stimulus. ln

order for an inhibitor to satisfy this definition, Rescorla posited that it must pass "both', a

summation (Pavlov, 1927) and retardation (Konorski, 1948) test. The reasoning for

using both tests was to rule out behavioral effects that resembled associative inhibition

(i.e., response decrement) but were due to other processes. A primary example of this

is latent inhibition.

In a classic lateni inhibition study by Lubow and Moore (1959), a group of rabbits

was exposed to repeated presentations of a CS. Subsequently, the CS was presenied

with shock (US) during a conditioning phase. A second group was given CS-US

conditioning trials but without prior exposures to the CS. During conditioning an

interesting effect was observed: the group given CS preexposures had difficulty in

forming an association with the US, as revealed by retarded acquisition of NM

responses relative to the group not given such exposure. This effect, which Lubow and

Moore (1959) termed latent inhibition, has been attributed to an "attentional decrement"
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that persists during conditioning (see Lubow, 1989).

According to Lubow (1989), latent inhibition serves an adaptive function: it makes

Iearning more efficient by allowing for "stimulus selectivity" to occur. That is, stimuli that

have had no consequence in the past are rendered less associable. As a result, this

creates a bias in favour of forming new associations with novel cues. This becomes

useful in a natural habitat where organisms encounter complex stimulus events.

Having the capacity to "filter out" stimulì that may interfere with atiending to others that

signal food (an appetitive US) or danger (an aversive US) increases the survival value

of the organism. Overall, the filter function makes for more efficient learning.

Latent inhibition and associative inhibition are similar in that both are characterized

by a retarded acquisition of conditioned responding. However, according to Rescorla's

(1969b) definition, a conditioned inhibitor must also be shown to pass a summation test,

indicating that it possesses an active tendency to reduce the responding of an

excitatory cue. To investigate this possibility two approaches have been adopted.

First, the two-siage latent inhibition paradigm has been modified to incorporate the

summation test. This is accomplished by training a separate excitor (Y) following the

conditioning phase, and then compounding it with the preexposed cs during the test

(i.e., X, X-US, Y-US, XY). Using this tactic has failed to identify associative inhibitory

effects with the summation test (Reiss & Wager, 1 971 ; Rescorla ' 197 1)

The second approach has been to use the preexposed cs as the negative stimulus

(X) in an operant discrimination procedure (A+/X-). lf X becomes inhibitory from

preexposures, one would expect that discrimination learning should be enhanced.
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However, this tactic has also failed to identify significant inhibitory effects (Halgren,

1974; Mellgren & Ost, 1971). Thus, these experiments support the conclusion that

latent inhibition and associative inhibition are different inhibitory phenomenon.

Rescorla's modification of the concept of inhibition. Rescorfa's working definition of

inhibition has had a significant impact on how inhibition has come to be viewed since

1969. Both Pavlov and Konorski considered experimental extinction as the starting

point for theorizing about inhibition. However, Rescorla dismissed extinction as an

inhibitory phenomenon. The basis for this claim resulted from two principal

observations ín the líterature. First, if a CS undergoes extensive extinction training and

is then used for conditioning, it will recondition faster than a novel stimulus (i.e.,

Konorski, 1967; Napier, Macrae, & Kehoe, 1992; Pavlov, 1927). This outcome is

contrary to the retarded performance that would be expected if the extinguished CS

was inhibitory. Second, attempts have failed to confirm an extinguished CS can pass a

summation test (c.f. Rescorla, 1969b). Thus, Rescorla ruled out behavioral effects as

inhibitory if they resulted from mere exposure to a stimulus, as is operative in latent

inhÌbition and extinction. Accordingly, the newer concept of inhibition required that it

resulted from the past experience of a CS and US (Williams, Lolordo, & Overmier,

1992). Rescorla proposed the essential component of this past experience was a

negative contingency between the two stimuli.

Negative CS-US continqencies. To establish a stimulus as a conditioned excitor,

the US must occur in the presence of the CS with a high degree of probability. This is

best illustrated by the phenomenon of partial reinforcement, where responding is
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observed to decline as a result of intermixing extinction trials during conditioning (e.9.,

Fitzgerald, 1963; Humphreys, 1939; Reynolds, 1958). Rescorla hypothesized that if

inhibition reflects an associative process that is opposite to excitation, then it should be

produced by reversing operations that produce conditioned excitors. As a test of this

hypothesis, Rescorla (1969a) presenied different groups of rats with various negaiive

contingencies of a CS and US. ln one condition, subjects were given explicitly unpaired

presentations of the two stimuli. That is, the CS and US were always presented on

different trials. ln other conditions, the US would occur on some CS trials but not on

others. The number of trials in which the CS and US occurred together defined the

degree of contingency for a particular group. The results showed that relative to a

control group that received a zero contingency (i.e., CS and US occurred on 50% of

trials), the greatest amount of inhibition was observed when the CS and US were

explicitly unpaired (perfect negative contingency). For the remaining groups, the

magnitude of inhibition was directly related to the degree of contingency that defined

each condition. Rescorla interpreted the results to indicate that a negative contingency

between stimuli functioned to signal a reduction in reinforcement.

Contingencv theory. The use of contingency to explain associative inhibition was

initially proposed in Rescorla's (1968) contingency theory of learning, which viewed

excitation and inhibition as opposite associaiive processes which form a continuum of

associative strength. The theory posited that the associative strength of a stimulus,

which could assume positive or negative values, was determÍned by the ''perceived

probability" of a CS and US occurring on the same trial. Use of the truly random control
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procedure, where the probability of either stimulus occurring togeiher is 50%, was

proposed to represent the "line of indifference" or null point in the associative

continuum-

However, soon after the theory was developed it was questioned for its inability to

explain an important phenomenon of learning: the blocking effect. ln the blocking

paradigm, a discrete stimulus (A) is repeatedly paired with reinforcement (US) until

asymptotic performance levels are reached. Subsequently, a second stimulus (X) is

reinforced with A in a simultaneous compound (i.e., AX-US pairings). During the test

the added element (X) is presented alone. Kamin observed that even though X was

repeatedly re¡nforced with the US, it controlled little or no responding. This effect, which

Kamin termed blocking, was attrlbuted to interference produced by prior conditioning to

A. Because A is already a reliable predictor of reinforcement, ihe added element (X) is

redundant: it provides no information about the US that is not already explained by A.

As a result there is little processing of this stimulus. Kamin (1969) provided support for

this interpretation by showing that blocking does not occur if A is extinguished prior to

AX-US conditioning. The failure to observe responding to X is inconsistent with

contingency theory, which posits X should acquire associative strength given it is a

"perfect" predictor of the US. This and other deficiencies with ihe theory prompted the

development of the Rescorla-Wagner model (1972) of conditioning (see Miller & Matzel

(1989) for an explanation of other contingency model limitations).

Rescorla-Waqner model. The basic proposition of the model is as follows. When a

CS is repeatedly paired with a US, the associative strength of the CS (V) will grow.
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During each subsequent trial the change in growth (ÀV) required to strengthen the

association becomes less, thus resembling a negatively accelerated learning curve.

When asymptotic performance is reached, further conditioning no longer strengthens

the association. That îs, the subject has used the maximum amount of associative

strength that a particular US will support, which is termed À. The rate ai which learning

occurs is affected by two factors: the intensity of the US (ø) and the salience of the CS

(9). Both parameters can be assigned values between 0 and 1, with higher values

increasing the learning rate. The model is represented by the following equation:

AV=qF(À-V)

When a CS is presented without reinforcement (À = 0) during extinction, the model

predicts that decrements in associative strength will occur ((À - V) is minus) and

continue until all of the positive associative strength is depleted (i.e., V comes to equal

0). As a result, responding will gradually decline and terminate. Furthermore, the

model predicts that inhibition will not result, a condition which requires V to be negative.

For a stimulus to become inhibitory, a neutral cue must be presented in conjunction

with oiher cues that currently predict reinforcement (Wagner & Rescorla, 1972). This

condition creates a negative discrepancy (À - V) which causes decrements to occur in

the negative range of the associative-strength continuum. The procedure that most

satisfies this requirement is Pavlov's conditioned inhibition paradìgm, where on

nonreinforced trials an excitatory cue in presented in compound with a putative inhibiior.

With regard to other inhibitory procedures that make use of nonreinforcement, such

as explicitly unpaired and differential training, inhibition develops in a slightly differeni
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way. The model assumes that on conditioning trials in which the US is presented,

excitaiory associative strength develops to background contextual stimuli (i.e.,

apparatus cues). ln general, context cues compete with discrete stimuli for a limited

amount of associative strength provided by the US. Thus, when the putative inhìbitor is

presented on nonreinforced trials, it occurs in the presence of an excitatory context. As

a result a negative discrepancy is formed. And lastly, because of the theory's reliance

on concurrent excitation to produce inhibition, CS preexposures prior to conditioning

(i.e., latent inhibition paradigm) is not expected to generate associative inhibition, a

result consistent with the previously described empirical demonstrations.
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Appendix B

Parallels Between Sensory Preconditioning and Pavlovian Conditioning
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One of the primary focuses of learning research has been to uncover principles of

association that can be generalized across a large number of conditioning paradigms.

ln keeping with this approach, efforts have been made to compare effects obtained in

the sensory preconditioning paradigm with those found in classical conditioning in hope

of finding similarities between the two procedures. The methodology typically used is to

manipulate independent variables during the preconditioning phase of the sensory

preconditioning paradigm that have known effects on classical conditioning (e.9., Tait,

Black, Katz, & Suboski, 1972:f aft, Marquis, Williams, Weinstein, & Suboski, 1969; Tait,

Simon, & Suboski, 1971;Tait & Suboski, 1972). Similar behavioral outcomes, based

on the same independent variable manipulation, are interpreted as confirming both

systems operate according to similar laws of association. Evidence of such outcomes

are presented in the following paragraphs.

Acquisition

lf the associative processes underlying the acquisition of sensory preconditioning

and classical conditioníng are analogous to one another, similar acquisition functions

should be observed within each paradigm. ln classical conditioning acquisition is

characterized by a negatively accelerated performance curve (e.9., Pavlov, 1 927;

Schneiderman, Fuentes, & Gormezano, 1962). To test if a similar function exists in

sensory precond ition ing, researchers have systematically varied the number of trials in

the preconditioning phase. When the conditioned emotional response (CER) paradigm

is used as a phase two training procedure, incrementing the number of preconditioning

trials has been shown to result in a corresponding increase in the magnitude of the
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sensory preconditioning effect (Prewitt, 1967; Tait eIal., 1972). ln addition,

performance after 16 and 64 S1-S2 pairings has been shown not to be different

(Prewitt, 1967). The latte¡ observation suggests that after extended Sl-S2 training an

asymptotic level of acquisition develops. Similar asymptotes are also found in classical

conditioning (e.9., Kamín, 1968; Schneiderman, Fuentes, & Gormezano, 1962). Such

effecis indicate that the acquisition of sensory preconditioning and classical

conditioning follow similar performance rules.

Extinction

Extinction of a classically conditioned response (where the CS is repeatedly

presented without the US) is characterized by a gradual decrement in CR frequency

(e.g., Pavlov, 1927; Schneiderman, Fuentes, & Gormezano, 1962). Presentation of S1

in the absence of 52 after ihe preconditioning phase has been employed as the

analogue to extinction in classical conditioning (Coppock, 1958; ïait, et al., 1969).

Using this approach, Coppock (1958) found that the magnitude of the sensory

preconditioning effect was substantially reduced. Similarly, Tait et al. ('1969) varied the

number of extínction triafs given prior to CER training of 52, and found that suppression

to S1 was inversely related to the amount of extinction trials administered. Thus, the

effects of S1 extinction parallels that observed to the CS in classical conditioning.

Partial Stimulus PaÌrings

Partial stimulus pairings refers to a procedure in which only a proportion of all CS

presentations are reinforced by the US. ln classical conditioning, partial pairing has

been shown to retard acquisition and increase resistance to extinction of a classically
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conditioned response (e.9., Fitzgerald, 1963; Humphreys, 1939; Reynolds, 1958). The

two effects have become known as the partial reinforcement phenomenon.

A sensory preconditioning analogue of the partial reinforcement procedure was

conducted by Tait, Simon, and Suboski (1 971) with rats. ln their experiment, the

proportion of S1 presentations that were followed by 52 varied during preconditioning

(100, 50, and 25 percent pairings). 52 was then reinforced in CER training, and

subsequently suppression to S1 was measured. The siudy revealed that acquisition of

the sensory preconditioning effect was most rapid when S1 was followed by 52 on

every trial. A systematic decrease in acquisition level was observed for the pariially

paired groups that received 50 percent and 25 percent pairings. ln addition, greater

resistance to extinction was observed for the partially paired groups in comparison to

the group that received 100 percent pairings. Collectively, the findings indicate that a

partial reinforcement effect can occur in sensory precond Ìtion ing, and that this effect is

similar to that obtained in classical conditioning.

Temporal Arranqement of Stimuli

ln classical conditioning, performance is profoundly influenced by the temporal

relation between the CS and US (e.9., Kimble & Reynolds, 1967; Smith, 1968; Smith,

Coleman, & Gormezano, 1969). For example, fon¡uard pairing arrangements, in which

the CS precedes the US, produce more conditioning than simultaneous or backward

arrangements. According to Mackintosh (1983), conditioning Ís functional in that it

provides the subject with information regarding the anticipatory nature of an impending

reinforcer. Since simultaneous and backward relationships do not serve this functional
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purpose, one should not be surprised that low levels of learning are observed.

However, as Rescorla (1980) points out, one should not assume that a predictive

relationship would facilitate associations between neutral stimuli since one stimulus is

not of biological significance to the organism.

Silver and Meyer (1954) were the first investigators to examine temporal factors in

sensory precond ition ing. Rats were presented with 3000 pairings of S1 and 52 in either

a foruvard, simultaneous or backward fashion. Control groups received either no

pretraining or exposure to S1 or 52 alone (pseudocond ition ing controls). 52 was then

made an effective CS by avoidance training, and transfer to S1 was subsequently

assessed. The results of ihe study revealed that forward presentation of S1 and 52

produced significantly greater amounts of sensory preconditioning than either

simultaneous or backward arrangements. Subsequenily, Tait et al. (1969) found that

the sensory preconditioning effect was produced if the neutral stimuli were presented in

a forward but not a backward order during the preconditioning phase.

ln addition, studies which have examined time relations during preconditioning have

found a greater sensory preconditioning effect as a result of increasing the magnitude

of precedence of 51 over 52, up to some optimal value. Four seconds has been shown

to be the optimal S1-S2 interval when avoidance training has been employed as the

phase two conditioning procedure (Hoffeld, Thompson, & Brogden, 1958; Wynne &

Brogden, 1962). A similar optimal CS-US interval has been reported for avoidance

conditioning (Church, Brush, & Solomon, 1956; Kamin, 1954). ln contrast, Wickens

and Cross (1963) found an optimal precondiiioning S1-S2 interval of 0.4 seconds when
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the second phase involved the conditioníng of the galvanic skin response of human

subjects. lt should be noted that the optimal value found by Wickens and Cross (1963)

corresponds to the optimal CS-US interval for the galvanic skin response (c.f., Kimble,

1961). Collectively, the results support the assumption that temporal relations between

indifferent stimuli influence sensory preconditioning in the same way that they influence

CS-US relations.

Stimulus lntensitv

Associative learning processes can be influenced by the intensify characteristics of

particufar stimuli. More specifically, increasing the intensity of either the CS (e.9., Grice

& Hunter, 1964; Kamin, 1965; Kamin & Schaub, 1963) or US (e.9., Smith, 1968) has

been shown to increase the rate of acquisition of a classically conditioned response.

To assess the possibility of such effects in sensory precond itioning, Tait and Suboski

(1972) varied the intensity of either S1 or 52 during preconditioning (the CS and US

analogue, respectively). 52 was then reinforced during CER training, and suppression

to S1 was subsequently evaluated in extinction. They found that the sensory

preconditioning effect was enhanced by increasing the intensity of S1, but not of 52.

The authors concluded that this asymmetrÌc outcome could have resulted from the

"difference in necessity for reinforcement in the two paradigms". However, the fact that

a monotonic relationship was found between the magnitude of the sensory

preconditioning effeci and S1 intensity suggests that, to some degree, the two learning

paradigms are similarly influenced by stimulus intensity characteristics.
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Summary

The purpose of this section was to determine whether effects produced by

independent variable manipulations in classical conditioning could also be manifested

in the sensory preconditioning paradigm. Many similarities between the two procedures

were identified. First, acquisition and extinction functions of both paradigms were

represented by similar performance rules. second, partial pairing manipulations

conducted on s1 and s2 during the preconditioning phase were shown to retard

acquisition and facilitate resistance to ext¡nction of sensory precondltioning Third,

forward pairing arrangements produced higher levels of sensory preconditioning

conditioning than did simultaneous or backward arrangements. Fourth, sensory

preconditioning appears to have an optimal temporal value for the S1-S2 interval, which

is also true of the cs-us inierval in classical conditioning. And finally, the sensory

preconditioning effect was enhanced by increasing the intensity of s1, which parallels

the cs intensity effects in classical conditioning. ln summary, obtaining analogous

effects from independent variables applied io sensory preconditioning and Pavlovian

conditioning supports the hypothesis that common associative processes are active in

the two Iearning paradigms.


